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Abstract
Hydrodynamic size of sub-10 nm particles determined by the Stokes-Einstein relation (SER)
is typically twice their structural size. Recent studies found that viscosity of liquids near
a surface is larger than that of the pure liquids. In Chapter 2, thus we assume that an
increased local viscosity exists around diffusing particles, a few nanometers in size, in order
to derive a new SER. A new expression for the hydrodynamic size is then obtained by solving
the Naiver-Stokes equations to the leading order based on the assumption, instead of using
the viscosity of pure solvent which results in the traditional SER. This new theory could
improve the accuracy of size determination for nanoparticles.
Molecular dynamics simulations of simple nanoparticles and dendrimers in Lennard-Jones
liquids are performed to test the new SER. Then the diffusion coefficient of solutes and vis-
cosity of solvent are calculated from time correlation functions to obtain the hydrodynamic
radius (rh) by the traditional SER. We find that the rh of particles with rough surface and
high internal density grows faster than the true size. This suggests deviation of the tradi-
tional SER. The deviation is consistent with the increases in viscosity found by applying
the new SER to the simulated simple particles. Experimental size data of cadmium selenide
(CdSe) quantum dots in literatures is also discussed in Chapter 2. Appropriate agreement
between the experiments, simulations and the new theory is found. The assumption of in-
creased local viscosity is independently confirmed by persistence times of solvent particles,
with motions regarded as a continuous-time random walk (CTRW). It has been reported
that these time intervals, obtained from the sampled trajectories by simulations, are propor-
tional to the local viscosities. We detect changes in the viscosity of solvent near the simple
nanoparticles and dendrimers. The shear viscosity of solvent is found between 1.5 and 2.5
times of the pure solvent viscosity.
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The new Stokes-Einstein relation is further tested in Chapter 3 by more realistic mod-
els, which are alkanethiol ligand grafted gold nanoparticles in water. The gold nanopar-
ticle/water systems are investigated by the nanoscale molecular dynamics simulation. We
employ the persistence times method to estimate shear viscosity of water near the diffusing
gold nanoparticles with the same procedures applied to the simple models in Chapter 2. A
similarly increasing pattern of viscosity near the grafted nanoparticles with that near the
simple nanoparticles without ligands grafted on the surface is then detected. But the in-
creases near the grafted nanoparticles are larger that near the bare ones. This implies that
the ligands strengthen deviation from the SER according to the mechanism we proposed. We
further discuss simulation of nanoparticles with ligands, literature data on grafted nanopar-
ticles in different solvents, and the new Stokes-Einstein relation. Local viscosities inferred
from the new theory are consistent with those estimated from the persistence times. With
the known parameters for the new theory, structural sizes of the gold nanoparticles with
ligands are predicted successfully. The role of ligands on the deviation from the SER is then
confirmed by hydrodynamic-structural radii curves of grafted and bare nanoparticles.
We further investigate the dendrimers simulated in Chapter 2 to explore generality of the new
SER in Chapter 4. Two sequences of dendrimers are examined, which are dendrimers of a
single generation with growing branch length, and dendrimers of a fixed short branch length
with growing generations. Local hydrodynamics of solvent near the simulated dendrimers is
estimated by persistence times and exchange times using a different analysis method from
that applied in Chapter 2 and 3. There are no evident changes in the local hydrodynamics
found near the dendrimers of a single generation, while the local dynamics slows down near
those of growing generations. The changing pattern in viscosity near the latter is similar
with that near nanoparticles studied in Chapter 2 and 3. This suggests the generality of
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the new theory. That the dendrimers of a single generation obey the traditional SER and
those of increasing generations deviate from it is consistent with the changes in the local
hydrodynamics according to our assumption for the breakdown of SER. The new theory is
then applied to the dendrimers and it is tested to be able to predict sizes of the dendrimers
accurately. In addition, experimental data of complex dendrimers is also included to verify
our simulation results.
The studies we present in this thesis are performed with a view to improving size deter-
mination of objects up to 10 nm by the new Stokes-Einstein relation. We propose that
mechanism for the deviation of SER is an increased local viscosity of solvent near a diffusing
solute in viscous liquids and obtain a new SER. Application of the new theory is neither
sensitive to the surface structures of the particles, nor the nature of interactions between the
particle and surrounding solvent. It could be applied to a wide range of sub-10 nm particles,
especially important to ligand-coated nanoparticles.
iii
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The Einstein relation, a kinetic relation, was revealed independently by Albert Einstein,1
William Sutherland2 and Marian Smoluchowski at the start of the 20th century.3 It de-
scribes the mobility of particles undergoing random motions in liquids,4, 5 which are referred
as Brownian motion observed by Brown in 1828.6 The motion of particles results from fluc-
tuating collisions of liquid molecules.7 The random motions are treated as diffusive when
the mean-squared displacement (MSD) is proportional to the time t taken by the particle,7
〈[~r(t)− ~r(0)]2〉 = 6Dt, (1.1)
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the particle. Consider a diffusing solute with a constant
velocity in a viscous fluid of relatively smaller particles. Two forces exerted on the solute
are in balance. One force results from the random buffeting on the solute by the small liquid
particles.8 The other contribution is a friction force acted by the viscous liquid, which is
also termed drag force. The drag force is in the opposite direction of the velocity, and the
1
magnitude of the drag force is proportional to that of the velocity,
Fd = ζv, (1.2)
where Fd is the drag force, ζ is the friction coefficient, and v is the velocity of solute. The
frictional force results from both Brownian motions and viscous dissipation according to the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem.9, 10 The relation between friction coefficient and diffusion





where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature.
The frictional force coefficient (ζ), which is related to the size of a spherical solute dif-
fusing in a viscous liquid as shown in Figure 1.1, was derived by George Gabriel Stokes in
1851.11 The expression for the relation was obtained by solving the Naiver-Stokes equations
for a laminar flow with a small Reynolds number.12 A laminar flow is a fluid moving in
steady motions at low velocities. The flow passes parallel to the surface of a solid particle
and the layers in the fluid pass each other without cross-current.13 Reynolds number (Re)





where ρ is the fluid density, u is the relative velocity of fluid and solute, L is the diameter
of a spherical solute and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. For a sphere in a fluid, the
laminar flow occurs when the Reynolds number is up to 10.14
2
Figure 1.1: A spherical particle diffuses at a velocity of v in a flow with a low Reynolds
number.
Two types of friction coefficients were solved due to different boundary conditions between
the particles and fluid.15, 16 If there is only normal force exerted on the particle by the fluid
and the relative fluid velocity at the interface of solute-solvent reduces to zero only in the
normal direction, slip boundary conditions apply. While if both tangential and normal forces
exist and the relative fluid velocity reduces to zero in both tangential and normal directions,
stick boundary conditions apply. Here the friction coefficients are expressed by a universal
equation for both slip and stick conditions, which is Stokes’ law,
ζ = nπηR, (1.5)
where n = 4 for the slip boundary conditions, n = 6 for the stick boundary conditions, η
is the viscosity of pure fluid and R is the radius of a particle. The Stokes-Einstein relation
(SER) is then obtained by substituting the friction coefficient ζ, expressed by Stokes’ law












The Stokes-Einstein relation is a classic method to determine sizes of macroscopic particles
diffusing in much smaller and lighter solvent particles17 such as polystyrene spheres in dilute
aqueous solutions18 and silica particles in cyclohexane.19 The SER is also used to predict the
self-diffusion coefficient of particles in pure liquids of high density.20–22 Later the SER was
frequently applied to particles in microscale level or non-continuum mediums where the SER
holds only under certain conditions. For example, Michele23 reported that the SER is valid
for particles in diatomic molecular liquids only at high temperatures; and Liu24 reported
that the SER can be successfully applied to nanoparticles in polymer melts only when their
sizes are larger than those of polymer chains in the matrix.
1.2 Size measurement for nanoparticles
1.2.1 Application of nanoparticles
Nanoparticles, with a size range of 1-100 nm, have received growing attention due to their
applications in research and industry such as nanocomposites, dendrimers and quantum
dots. Polymeric nanoparticles are used as drug delivery with advantages, including stability
of drug during transportation, reduced side effects, sustainable release, high drug loading,
preservation of drug activity and precise targeting,25–27 over the potential carriers of lipo-
somes. Gold nanoparticles possess more potential applications apart from the drug delivery
because of their tunable optical,28 charging29 and catalytic30 properties. Functionalized gold
nanoparticles have been used for therapeutic applications,28 electron transistors31 and en-
zyme mimics.32 Dendrimers, which are highly branched polymers, have also been extensively
applied to medicines.33–35 For example, peptide dendrimers have been applied as antigens
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for immunoassays and they are used to detect antibodies for serodiagnosis. The dendrimers
have promising applications as inhibitors, mimetics and immunogens.36 Quantum dots are
used as electronic materials37 because of the strong stability and long-term brightness. They
also have biological applications, such as targeting and imaging cancer cell in living tissue
of animals.38–40
Most of the properties of nanoparticle are size dependent,41, 42 such as diffusion, electron-
ics, magnetics, catalytic activity and optics. The properties dominate the application of
nanoparticles. The diffusive motions are influenced dramatically by the size of particles and
they are crucial for biological functionalities in a liquid environment,43, 44 such as targeting,
releasing and imaging. The importance of size determination is, therefore, born out. In order
to predict properties of nanoparticle, design a particular function and meet the increasing
requirements from research and industry, accurate size measurement is demanded.31
1.2.2 Equipments for size measurement
The methods of dynamic light scattering (DLS) and sedimentation velocity analytical ul-
tracentrifugation (SV-AUC) are used to study the size distributions of nanoparticles in liq-
uids.45, 46 They are widely applied to biology, pharmacy, physics and chemistry.47, 48
Dynamic light scattering
The DLS techniques mainly include photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS)49, 50 and de-
polarized Fabry-Perot interferometry (FPI).51–53 The crucial step to determine the size of
nanoparticles is measuring the translational coefficient for PCS and rotational diffusion co-
efficient for FPI, respectively. Here we limit our discussion to PCS only. The translational
diffusion coefficient (D) is calculated from scattered intensity signals, which are reflected by
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nanoparticles in a diluted solution,48
g(1)(t) = e−q
2Dt, (1.8)
where g(1)(t) is the normalized time autocorrelation of scattered electric field in its first order
and q is the length of the scattering vector. g(1)(t) can be calculated from,
C(t) =
〈I(t)I(0)〉
〈I(0)I(0)〉 = [1 + γ[g
(1)(t)]2], (1.9)
where C(t) is the time correlation of the scattered intensity and γ is an experimental con-








where λ is the wavelength of the light in the scattering medium and θ is the scattering
angle.48, 56 The radius (R) of spherical nanoparticles can be calculated by the Stokes-Einstein
relation (eq. 1.6) together with the translational diffusion coefficient measured by the PCS
experiments.
Sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation
The SV-AUC has become a modern method to measure the size of nanoparticles, proteins
and quantum dots. The measurement is based on the fractionation technique. It can detect
any minute changes in mass, density and shape of the nanoscale particles in the original
solvent without dilution. The facts that the measurement is non-intrusive and the sample
can be recovered afterwards make the method powerful. It allows characterization of the
hydrodynamic properties, which determines both sedimentation coefficient s and diffusional
6








where u is the observed terminal velocity of a particle, w is the angular velocity of the rotor,
r is the radial distance, M is the molecular mass, R is the gas constant, v̄ is the partial
specific volume which is the inverse particle density and ρs is the solvent density. The s is
in Svedberg Units (S) with 1S being 10−13 sec.






where η is the viscosity of solvent, NA is the Avogadro’s number and rh is the hydrodynamic





The sedimentation coefficient is directly related to the effective size of the nanoparticles by





If the nanoparticles are treated in dilute solutions without considering interactions among





(ρp − ρs), (1.15)
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where η is the viscosity of solvent, ρp is the density of particle, and ρs is the density of solvent.
Therefore, the size determination of nanoscale particles can be achieved by measuring the
sedimentation coefficient using eq. 1.14 or eq. 1.15.
1.2.3 Role of Stokes’ law on size determination
As seen from the mechanism of size measurement for both the DLS and SV-AUC, the Stokes-
Einstein relation is fundamental. The validity of the two methods for size measurement is
based on the assumption that the SER is valid down to a few nanometers. For example,
Carney and coworkers42 assumed that the Stokes’ diameter approximately equals to the di-
ameter of Au144(SR)60 nanoclusters when determining the size distributions using the 2D
AUC. Hong60 also used the hydrodynamic radius of coated nanoparticles calculated by the
SER as the structural radius for an estimation of the viscosity of solvent. When it comes
to calculating the thickness of ligands on the surface of nanoparticles, the hydrodynamic
radius is assumed to be the total structural radius of the particle.61–63 The thickness is usu-
ally obtained from the difference between the hydrodynamic radius and the radius of cores
measured by the transmission electron microscopy64 (TEM).
However, deviations from the SER for particles up to 10 nm were found by both experimen-
tal and numerical research. Diffusion coefficient of cadmium selenide nanoparticles diffusing
in a polymeric liquid predicted by the SER was found approximately 200 times slower than
that measured by the X-ray photo correlation spectroscopy65 (XPCS). Later a critical size
where the SER breaks down for bare nanoparticles in simple liquids was reported to be a
few nanometers by molecular dynamics simulation.17 Walser66 also found that the product
of diffusion coefficient and viscosity of water varies as the mass of water increases. However,
the product should be independent of mass if the SER works. Note here that the Einstein
relation is not in question, and the failure of SER comes from Stokes’ law.
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The non-ideal diffusive behaviours could result from the ignorance of factors including
liquid densities, concentration, charges and the relative sizes of solute and solvent. Cap-
pelezzo and Coworkers22 reported that when the pure simple fluids are at reduced density
of 0.20, the boundary conditions coefficient n in Stokes’ law is lower than 4. This means
that the diffusion coefficient of a particle diffusing in the simple pure liquids predicted by
the Stoke’s law is underestimated. Liu and coworkers24 investigated the influence of par-
ticles concentration on the diffusive behaviour. They found that the diffusion coefficients
are underestimated by the Stoke’s law when the volume fraction of nanoparticles is smaller
than 0.2 and the diffusion is overestimated when the volume fraction is higher than 0.2. The
charges also influence the diffusion of particles. It was found that the gold nanoparticles with
positive charges diffuse much faster than the negatively charged gold nanoparticles of the
same size.67 However, the diffusion coefficients of the two nanoparticles calculated by Stokes’
law should be the same due to the fact that they were studied under the same conditions
except the charges. The relative size of solute and solvent particles also affects the diffusiv-
ity of the solute. It was reported that when the size of nanoparticles is in the same size of
polymer chains in the matrix or even smaller, the diffusion coefficient is underestimated by
Stokes’ law.24, 68 Careful considerations of the above factors should be made when applying
the Stokes-Einstein relation to other molecular models, such as supercooled liquids, quantum
dots in simple liquids, polymers in polymer matrix and proteins in water.
1.3 Prior studies on Stokes’ law for nanoparticles
The validity of Stokes’ law has been examined by both simulations and experiments. Re-
searchers found that it breaks down for supercooled liquids,20, 69–72 hard sphere fluids,73
polymers,72 dendrimers,74 proteins,75, 76 quantum dots57, 77 and nanocomposites.17, 65 Here
we discuss nanoscale solutes in a solvent from two size regimes. The small size regime is
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referred when the solute is smaller than the solvent particles; while the large size regime is
referred when the solute is larger than the solvent particles. The breakdown of Stokes’ law
happens under both of the two conditions, and possible origins are discussed in the following.
1.3.1 Prior studies on small size regime
The matrix for nanocomposites is usually a polymeric liquid with chemical chains identical
with that of ligands on the nanoparticle. This is due to that the interaction between the
nanoparticle and matrix is the same as that between the polymers in the matrix.78 For ex-
ample, polystyrene (PS) nanoparticles are distributed in linear polystyrene78 and poly(vinyl
chloride) (PVC)/calcium carbonate (CaCO3) nanocomposites are dispersed in PVC ma-
trix.79 Systems of polymer grafted nanoparticles in polymer melts were studied by theory
and modeling for structural and hydrodynamic properties.80–82 Note here we focus on the
hydrodynamics. The prior studies indicate that the relative size of nanocomposites and
free polymers in the matrix is a crucial indicator for the validity of Stokes’ law. Liu and
coworker24 found that the SER underestimates the diffusion coefficient of nanoparticles in
polymer melts when the nanoparticle radius is smaller than the gyration radius (Rg) of the
free polymers in the matrix by molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. Later, Egorov68 re-
ported the same conclusion by both a mode-coupling theory and MD simulations.
The failure of Stokes’ law is also supported by experimental observations. Tuteja and cowork-
ers65 reported that the SER underestimates the diffusion coefficients of quantum dots dif-
fusing in polystyrene melts. The hydrodynamic radius of quantum dots is 4.7 nm and the
gyration radius of polystyrene chains is ∼17 nm. Omari83 later reported that the ratio of
diffusion coefficients measured by the fluctuation correlation spectroscopy (FCS) to those
predicted by the SER is two for gold colloids in a semidilute solution of entangled PS in
toluene. The radius of gold colloids is ∼2.5 nm and the gyration radius of PS is ∼18 nm.
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In the same year, Grabowski84 independently found that the gold nanoparticles diffuse in
poly(butyl methacrylate) (PBMA) melt ∼250 times faster than that predicted by the SER,
where the gold particle size is smaller than the entanglement mesh length of long chains of
PBMA.
Apart from the nanocomposites in polymer melts, Stokes’ law also fails for small solutes in a
simple solvent.85 Pollack86 studied xenon diffusing in n-octane, n-decane and n-tetradecane.
He found that diffusion coefficients obtained from experimental methods are not consistent
with that predicted from Stokes’ law. Later, Kowert87 reported slower diffusion calculated
by Stokes’ law for dioxygen in 1-alkenes and biphenyl in perfluoro-n-alkanes than the mea-
sured values. The deviations were also observed by using computational methods,88–90 in
qualitative agreement with that observed by using the experimental methods.
To explain the underestimation of diffusion by the Stokes-Einstein relation, the effective
viscosity experienced by the diffusing solute in the polymer matrix is questioned and the
local viscosity is believed to be smaller than the pure solvent viscosity applied to Stokes’
law.24, 85 The viscosity experienced by the small solute is microviscosity which is contributed
by the friction of segments of polymers in the matrix, rather than the bulk viscosity which
is contributed by the friction of polymer chains. The microviscosity is smaller than the bulk
viscosity due to that the segments relax faster than the chains. For simple liquids, the break-
down of Stokes’ law is thought being caused by the hopping motions of the solutes, which are
similar to those of the supercooled liquids at the glass transition temperature (Tg).
73, 91, 92
1.3.2 Prior studies on large size regime
Stokes’ law has been widely applied to spherical solutes with macroscale sizes and the validity
is well accepted. It works well when the size of nanoparticles is larger than that of polymer
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chains in a melt matrix. However, it fails when the size of solute down to a few nanometers
in the large size regime. The critical size where the breakdown happens is predicted by an
MD simulation system of a bare nanoparticle in simple liquids.17 Carney and coworkers42
measured the hydrodynamic size of pentadecanethiol (PDT) capped gold nanoparticles in
toluene, and found that the hydrodynamic size is about twice the size seen from the TEM.
Lees and coworkers77 determined the size of CdSe quantum dots (QDs) diffusing in aque-
ous media experimentally by both the TEM and Stokes-Einstein relation, and found the
observed size of QDs from the TEM is much smaller than that from the SER. Demeler and
coworkers57 also reported that the effective size of both CdSe diffusing in 1-octadecene and
PbS diffusing in octane, obtained from the SER, is much larger than that from the TEM.
Halle and Pronk independently found that the diffusion of proteins in water is much slower
than that calculated by the SER.75, 76
The measurement of nanoscale particles size by the SER is based on the hydrodynamics
of solute and solvent. Note here it is the viscosity of pure solvent used in the SER. However,
the viscosity of liquids near a surface has been found higher than that of the bulk liquid.
The surface could be flat or curved, solid or soft.
In 2007, Li and coworkers93 have done research on viscous water confined by subnanome-
ter gaps using both experiments using atomic force microscope (AFM) and models using
grand canonical molecular dynamics simulations. They found that the viscosity near hy-
drophilic surfaces, such as mica and glass, increased orders of magnitude, but there is no
increase observed near hydrophobic surfaces, such as graphite. In the same year, Goertz and
coworkers94 reported that the increased viscosity of water near hydrophilic surfaces, such as
amorphous silica, is ∼106 times greater than the pure water viscosity. Three years later, a
sharp viscosity increase of nanoconfined water films, which are less than 3-4 molecular lay-
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ers, was observed by mechanical measurements.95 The increase in viscosity near hydrophobic
surfaces was also reported in 2013, but the effect are weaker than that near the hydrophilic
ones. Ortiz-Young and coworkers96 demonstrated an increased shear viscosity near solid flat
surfaces by experiments using AFM and a modified Newtonian viscosity formula. They re-
ported that the shear viscosity of water confined by the surfaces is about 3×104 times of the
pure water. The surfaces they studied include both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces.
Hoang97 correlated the increased viscosity of fluid near a solid surface positively to density
inhomogeneities for both dilute and dense fluids by MD simulations.
Apart from the flat surfaces, spherical-like surfaces, especially proteins also confine the sur-
rounding liquid, causing increases in the viscosity. It was proposed about a decade ago that
the viscosity of water in the first hydration shell around a spherical protein could be differ-
ent from that of the pure water.75 The dynamics of water in the two regions were studied
in femtosecond time resolution.98 The relaxation time of bulk water was found to be ∼1
ps, while the water in the solvation shell at the surface of proteins of Subtilisin Carlsberg
(SC) and Monellin relaxed slower consuming 38 ps and 16 ps, respectively.98 The reason for
the slower hydrodynamics is believed to be that a monolayer of water molecules are tightly
bound at the surface of proteins.99–102 Recently it was76 demonstrated that the viscosity
of water near a protein is about two times of that of bulk water and the viscosities were
estimated by the persistence and exchange times method.
1.4 Molecular dynamics
1.4.1 Motion equations and trajectories
The molecular dynamics (MD) method is usually employed to study liquid systems for
structures, hydrodynamics and thermodynamics. All of the targeted properties in this study
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investigated by the MD method are obtained from the manipulation of individual trajectory
of atoms, including positions and velocities. Motions of the atoms result from collisions
among the surrounded atoms following Newton’s second law,





where m is the mass of atom i, ~ai is the acceleration of the atom , ~Fi is the total force exerted
on the atom, N is the number of surrounding atoms, and ~Fij is the force of atom j exerted
on atom i. In order to calculate the forces, the relation between the force and potential is
involved,
~Fij = −5 Uij(r), (1.17)
where Uij is the potential exerted on the atom i by atom j, and r is the distance between
the two atoms. The force parameters given in the simulation configuration files are referred
as potential function parameters. The trajectories are then calculated by supercomputers
using leapfrog integration,
vix(t+ ∆t/2) = vix(t−∆t/2) + ∆taix(t), (1.18)
rix(t+ ∆t) = rix(t) + ∆tvix(t+ ∆t/2), (1.19)
where vix, rix and aix are the velocity, coordination and acceleration of atom i at the x
direction, respectively, and ∆t is the time interval. The coordinates are adjusted after each
integration step using the periodic boundary conditions to resemble infinite systems,
rix =

rix − Lx rix ≥ Lx/2
rix + Lx rix < −Lx/2,
(1.20)
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where Lx is the simulation box length in each direction. In this thesis, we adopt cubic box
for all of the simulations. The adjustments can be explained in this way that if the atom
moves out of the box, it is brought back by the two algorithms.
The equations of motion are energy preserved. The conventional MD produces proper-
ties based on the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble with the number of atoms, volume and
energy fixed. However, in practical experiments, it is the temperature (T) and pressure (P)
that are controlled but the energy is not conserved. New algorithms are thus needed in order
to keep the targeted T and P. The Nosé-Hoover chain method is introduced to control the
temperature in Chapter 2 and 4 for the canonical (NVT) ensemble. The equations of motion,
which define the dynamics of Nosé-Hoover thermostat with a single chain, are constructed
































− kBT ], (1.26)
where r, p and m are the position, momentum and mass of the i th particle, respectively,
ξ is a dimensionless degree of freedom with an associated effective mass Q, Q determines
strength of the thermostat, pξ is the corresponding conjugate momentum, M is the number
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of thermostat on a chain and 5 is adopted in this study, Nf is the number of freedom degrees,




shown in the last term of eq. 1.22, which meets dynamics described
by eq.1.24. The two equations reveal the mechanism of keeping the temperature constant.
The friction-like factor changes to control the temperature according to the difference be-
tween the kinetic energy at instantaneous and the kinetic energy at target temperature. If
the difference is positive, the factor increases; otherwise, it decreases.
Langevin dynamics is employed to control fluctuations in the temperature to approximate
NVT ensembles in Chapter 3. The dynamic equations are performed for motions of solute





ṗi = Fi − γipi + σiξi, (1.28)
where γi is the friction coefficient of a damping force, −γipi is created by solvent particles
as the solute passing through and pushing them away, and σiξi is the random force with
dispersion σi. The random force results from random collisions between the small solvent
particles and solute. In order to control the temperature, σi and γ are related by
σ2i = 2γmikBT/∆t, (1.29)
where ∆t is the time step used for integration of the motion equations. Eq.1.29 is a
fluctuation-dissipation relation because the heat energy generated by friction of the solute is
the same as the kinetic energy of its random motions. The dissipation in energy is a reverse
process of thermal fluctuations. Note here that we observe similar behaviours for the two
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types of thermostat in this study mentioned above.
The combination of Langevin piston dynamics104 and Nosé-Hoover constant pressure method105
is employed to control pressure. The two methods together with the aforementioned temper-
ature control method,which is called Langevin dynamics, are used to simulate isothermal-
isobaric (NPT) ensemble in Chapter 3. The equations of motion, which define the combined























W = 3Nτ 2kBT, (1.34)








where pε is the barostat momentum, W is the mass of a piston served by an additional degree
of freedom of an extended system, Ri is the noise on the ith atom, V is the volume, Pint is
the instantaneous pressure inside the simulation box, Pext is the applied external pressure,
pξc
Q
is the friction-like factor on the piston and Rc is the noise on the piston.
Here in this thesis, the investigated properties, diffusion and viscosity, are time averaged
behaviours, therefore, we adopt equilibrium simulations for the trajectories calculation. The
equilibrium states are checked by the constant kinetic energy. At equilibrium, according to
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the principle of equipartition, if we employ ensembles at a constant temperature, the kinetic






where m is the mass of an atom, v is the velocity in one direction, k is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the absolute temperature.
1.4.2 Force fields
Interatomic potentials are required when constructing models for molecular dynamics simu-
lation. Parameters for the potential energy calculation, presented in the configurations files,
are referred as force fields. A force field could be simple or complex, based on the resolution
of simulated atoms.
In the simple force fields, atoms of a chemical group are represented by a single effective
interaction site,106, 107 which reduces degrees of freedom. The system without the chemical
detail of atoms can be simulated to long time and length scales. Global features can be
captured well in this way for molecules of complex structures. Chapter 2 and 4 will describe
the construction of models of dendrimer and nanoparticle with the simple force fields.
Atomistic force fields include all-atom (AA)108 and united-atom (UA)109 force fields. The
two force fields are chosen based on that whether the non-polar hydrogen atom placed at
the carbon atom is considered individually or not for the interaction between atoms. In the
AA force field, parameters are given for every atom, so the accuracy is ensured. It is only
feasible for short time and length scale simulations. The force parameters are well developed
for the AA force field. Programs defining these parameters are well developed, including
CHARMM,110 AMBER,111 OPLS112 and TraPPE.113 In the UA force field, hydrogen atoms
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of methyl and methylene groups are grouped together with the carbon atom to form a single
interaction site. The above-mentioned programs for the AA force field are also developed
for the corresponding versions of UA force fields. In Chapter 2 and 3, the UA force field is
applied to the modeling of ligands of gold nanoparticles and the AA force field is applied to
the modeling of water.
Both the simple and atomistic force fields possess advantages and disadvantages. None
of them can simulate the realistic systems universally. Combinations of them become more
and more important for a comprehensive improvement of the result by mapping or trans-
ferring them to each other. For instance, Harmandaris114 reintroduced GROMOS atomistic
model of polystyrene from its coarse-grained (CG) model and also reintroduced CG model
from its atomistic model. Wassenaar and coworkers also back mapped MARTINI CG models
to GROMOS and CHARMM36 atomistic models and tested this method by proteins and
lipid bilayers.115
1.4.3 Transport properties
Transport properties, which are diffusion coefficient, shear viscosity and thermal conductiv-
ity, reflect the response of a system to an imposed driving force within the frame work of
a continuum fluid. Here in this study, only the first two are calculated. The Green-Kubo






where γ is the transport coefficient, which is diffusion coefficient if A is velocity or shear vis-
cosity if A is pressure tensor. The other method for the calculation is the Einstein relations,
〈[~r(t)− ~r(0)]2〉 = 6γ1t, (1.39)
〈[mr(t)v(t)−mr(0)v(0)]2〉 = 6γ2t, (1.40)
where ~r is the true position of a particle without the periodic boundary conditions consid-
ered, γ1 is the diffusion coefficient of a particle, m is the mass of a particle, v is the velocity
of a particle and γ2 is the viscosity of liquid.
The two definitions for the transport properties are completely equivalent. However, practi-
cally the Einstein relation for viscosity is not stable under the periodic boundary conditions
due to that discontinuities occur when particles cross the boundaries. This violates the as-
sumption made during the original derivation. Modifications have been made to remove the
violation,116 but the applications are still limited. In this thesis, we adopt the GK expression
for the calculation of shear viscosity of solvent and diffusion coefficients of solute in Chapter
2 and 4. We apply the Einstein relation for diffusion coefficients of solute in Chapter 3 due
to that it demands much less storage than the GK method for atomistic systems.
1.5 Persistence and exchange time theory
Measurement of the transport properties for heterogeneous systems, such as supercooled
liquid, needs to be performed locally. This is realized by two relaxation times of a particle
during a continuous-time random walk. The relaxation times can scale with the diffusion
coefficient and viscosity locally. The two characteristic times are persistence time, tp, and
exchange time, tx. The tp is the mean first passage time of a particle starting at a random
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position, and tx is the waiting time between two random walk jumps, as shown in Fig 1.2.






Figure 1.2: (a) Motions of a particle with fixed jump length d; (b) Persistence time and
exchange time of a particle starting at a random position.
The two time scales are calculated as the time a particle traveling a fixed length as shown
in Figure 1.2. The fixed jump length is chosen as the size of a solvent particle which can
be obtained from the first peak of the radial distance function of the solvent (RDF). This
distance is the shortest that ensures the motion of particles to be diffusive. We chose this
distance for a meaningful result of diffusive behaviours in this study. Even though longer
distances than the size of a solvent particle will also work, the shortest one ensures the high
efficiency in regards to the calculation. According to the way in which the fixed jump length
is chosen and defined, the d would be different for systems with different solvents.
The two time intervals are calculated from trajectories of all solvent particles and the tra-
jectories are obtained by the molecular dynamics simulation. Firstly, the positions of the
nanoparticle in each time frame are moved to the origin (0,0,0) and the coordinates of solvent
particles are also moved by the same vector with the consideration of the periodic boundary
conditions. Secondly, the solvent region around the solute is divided into ∼100 spherical
shells or bins. The time taken by a solvent particle traveling a jump length initially from a
random start is then calculated for each solvent particle in each time frame. The persistence
time of each solvent particle is then obtained from the average of all time frames. The fol-
lowed time interval after the first one taken by a solvent particle traveling a jump length is
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also calculated. The exchange time of each solvent particle is then obtained from the average
of all time frames. Lastly, the persistence time and exchange time of a bin, which is the
persistence time and exchange time at a given radial distance to the origin, are obtained by
the average of all solvent particles inside the bin.
The local relations hold based on the equilibrium between the diffusion flux Jdiff and the








where µ is the isotropic hydrodynamic friction at fluid in a select cell, n0 is the original
number of particles, n1 is the extra number of particles because of an applied potential, ∆x
is the length of the cell in one dimension and v is the rate of a particle diffusing cross the
cell boundary. The rate is proportional to the inverse of tp and the viscosity is proportional
to the inverse of µ. The relation between the viscosity and persistence time is then obtained
by balancing the two fluxes,
ηx ∝ kBT 〈tp〉x, (1.43)
and relation between the diffusion coefficient and exchange time is also obtained,
Dx ∝ 〈tx〉x, (1.44)
where the subscript x in ηx, Dx, 〈tp〉x, 〈tx〉x represents the local viscosity, diffusion coefficient,
persistence time and exchange time at the position x, respectively. In Chapter 2 and 3, the
local viscosity of solvent around nanoparticles is estimated by the persistence time. In
Chapter 4, apart from the estimation of local viscosity of solvent near dendrimers by the
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persistence time, the local diffusivity of the solvent is also estimated by the exchange time.
1.6 Research objectives
The size measurement of nanoparticles would have been addressed if the Stokes-Einstein
relation worked for particles in all sizes. However, it fails for particles in a few nanometers.
Note we focus on the large size regime aforementioned. The hydrodynamic radius measured
by equipments, such as the analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) and dynamic light scatter-
ing (DLS) based on the SER, overestimates the true size. It makes the size determination
of nanoparticles difficult. Several causes of the deviation have been proposed, including the
interaction force between the solute particle and surrounding solvent particles, the relative
sizes of the solute and solvent particles, hopping motions in heterogeneous liquid and the
difference between macroviscosity and nanoviscosity. However, the origin still remains elu-
sive and an effective modification to the SER is absent. In this thesis, we present a new
Stokes-Einstein relation, modified by allowing increases in viscosity of surrounding solvent
near nanoparticles. The new theory should substitute the traditional Stokes-Einstein relation
for a better size determination. We perform molecular dynamics simulation to investigate
the hydrodynamics of solutes, a few nanometers in size, in a liquid solvent. The hydrody-
namic properties we have studied in this thesis include the diffusion of solute and viscosity
of solvent. Systems of dendrimers in Lennard-Jones liquids, bare nanoparticles in Lennard-
Jones liquids and ligands grafted gold nanoparticles in water are involved in this thesis to
reproduce the deviation behaviours observed in experiments. We detect changes in the local
viscosity of solvent and finally test the new theory.
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where ρ is the mass density of the fluid, ui is the corresponding components of the fluid’s
velocity field, σij is the stress tensor, xj for j = 1, 2, 3 are the Cartesian coordinates of
a fixed point and fi is a component of a body force per unit mass. Cauchy’s equation is
an application of Newton’s second law and describes the forces on volume element of the fluid.
The following three chapters fulfill the major objectives of the project. We propose a new
Stokes-Einstein relation by solving Cauchy’s equation allowing an increase in viscosity of
solvent near a diffusing solute; and we detect the assumed increases in the local viscosity
by applying the persistence and exchange time method to the investigated solute/solvent
systems; and we finally test the new Stokes-Einstein relation by successfully predict the sizes
of nanoparticles with different structures.
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Chapter 2
The hydrodynamic drag on diffusing
nanoparticles for size determination
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2.1 Abstract
Size estimates of proteins and nanoparticles obtained from measured diffusivities using the
Stokes-Einstein relation are typically twice the true size. We report here a new drag law
obtained by allowing for the increase in shear viscosity near the surface of the particle, and
solving the Navier-Stokes equations for viscous flow to leading order in this increase. This
improvement in the description of the drag force permits accurate size measurements for
particles with radii of a few nanometres. We discuss literature data on the hydrodynamic
radii of CdSe quantum dots of known size, simulations of both nanoparticles and dendritic
structures, and literature data on protein simulations. The experimental data agree well with
the drag law that allows for a viscosity increase near the surface. We use the persistence
time method to examine local changes in viscosity and so find independent confirmation of
the expected increase in viscosity near the surfaces of simulated diffusing particles. Typical
increases in shear viscosity near the surfaces of the diffusing particles are between 50 and
150% of its bulk value.
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2.2 Introduction
Fundamental to the determination of particle radii from dynamic light scattering (DLS) or
sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation (SV-AUC) is the assumption that the
Stokes-Einstein relation (SER) is valid down to nanoscale.1–4 Deviations from Stokes’ law
on the molecular level have been detected by numerical5–10 and experimental7, 9–12 studies.
Halle showed that the diffusion coefficients of globular proteins are half that expected from
the SER, so that a hydrodynamic radius inferred by the SER from diffusion observations
is twice the true radius.13 Halle suggested that the discrepancy comes from an increase
in the viscosity of water in the first solvation shell around the proteins. The viscosity of
water confined between surfaces was later found to be larger than that in bulk water.14–18
Characterization of any increase in viscosity in the solvent near a diffusing particle and
measurements of the hydrodynamic size of particles with known true sizes could improve
the description of drag forces on nanosized objects and therefore allow for more accurate
measurements of their sizes. We here explore this possibility by solving the Navier-Stokes
equations for Stokes flow to leading order in the increase in viscosity near a particle sur-
face, by using Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to confirm the viscosity increase and
by comparing the predictions to measurements of the hydrodynamic size of CdSe quantum
dots. Our solution of the Navier-Stokes equations replaces Stokes’ law for the drag on a
sphere with stick boundary conditions19 and so leads to a new relationship between diffusion
coefficient and size.
Ortiz-Young et al.18 investigated the change in viscosity of water confined between an
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) tip and surfaces of varying hydrophilicity. They argued
that the viscosity increase due to confinement between the tip and surface is a function of
the gap between the surface and tip, but that a slip length should be included in this gap.
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It is the variation in slip length that captures the variation in viscosity between surfaces.
Couette flow near a flat solid surface exhibits layered structures indicated by the density
peaks near the surface,20, 21 and a nanostructured surface could induce the organization of
water.22
Stokes’ law for a diffusing nanoparticle in a polymer matrix can break down if the nanopar-
ticle is smaller than the gyration radius (Rg) of the free polymers in the matrix.
11, 23, 24
Conversely, when the nanoparticle is larger than the Rg, Stokes’ law works well, and macro-
scopic effects dominate the diffusion.23, 24 We are interested here in the breakdown of Stokes’
law when the diffusing particle is larger than the solvent particles. We expect to find that
the extent of the deviation from Stokes’ law varies between solvents.
The dynamics of the solvent in the vicinity of a nanoparticle could be the origin of a devia-
tion from Stokes’ law for the drag on the nanoparticle and so of the large hydrodynamic sizes
inferred from the SER. The presence of a large particle might well constrain the motions of
particles nearby. Following an analogy with the failure of Stokes’ law for bulk, supercooled
liquids, which has been attributed to dynamical heterogeneity,7, 25–27 the local structures
of solvents near surfaces have been studied.28–30 Slowed dynamics of polymer melts near
nanoparticles’ surfaces were reported.31 A positive correlation between the local density of a
fluid and its local viscosity has been reported.32, 33 Irregular particle surfaces also change the
local dynamics of a fluid, as is shown by increased viscosity of water near proteins.13, 30 An
increase in fluid viscosity leads to a larger stress exerted on the nanoparticles.34 Taken to-
gether, these studies support the view that the viscosity can be higher in the neighbourhood
of a diffusing particle. The viscosity increase in turn affects the drag force on the particle,
and so affects its diffusion. A viscosity increase leads to higher drag, slower diffusion, and a
larger hydrodynamic radius, if that radius is calculated using the unmodified SER.
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That hydrodynamic sizes are larger than structural sizes indicates that their diffusion is
slower than that predicted by Stokes’ law and raises the possibility that by some modifica-
tion of Stokes’ law for drag on the particle we might improve calibration of size measurements
for particles in the nanometre size range.
The hypothesis that increased viscosity near the surface of a diffusing particle affects the
drag on the particle may be partly tested by calculating this drag force, predicting the sizes
that should be seen and comparing these to SV-AUC measurements. The ideal particles
for this test are CdSe nanoparticles, which are monodisperse, with known true sizes. Such
a test is useful but not complete, because a model based on viscosity increase might well
fit increases caused by some other influence. We seek a picture of drag forces that is as
widely applicable as possible, and it is not safe to assume that only a single mechanism
operates. We therefore simulated particles, both nanoparticles and dendrimers, with hydro-
dynamic size behaviour similar to that of the CdSe particles. For the simulated particles,
we can directly examine the dynamics of nearby solvent, and detect any increased viscosity.30
We first derive the effect of increased surface viscosity on drag, then describe methods of
calculation of the diffusion coefficients, viscosities, particle structures, and changes to the
solvent near the particles. We then discuss our molecular dynamics simulations, and some
previously published simulations to which we compare our simulations. We compare hydro-
dynamic sizes obtained from the traditional SER for the real and simulated particles, report
apparent changes in viscosity near these particles, and directly investigate the changes in the
solvent near the diffusing particles. We discuss these results with a view to establishing an
improved size determination method especially useful for particles with sizes up to 10 nm.
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2.3 Theory
2.3.1 The effect of surface viscosity on drag
We follow the derivation of Stokes’ law for the drag on a sphere moving uniformly through
a viscous, incompressible fluid, and introduce a variable viscosity. Cauchy’s equation arises








where the Einstein summation convention is used, the indices denote elements of Cartesian
tensors, σij is the stress tensor, fi is a component of a body force per unit mass, ρ is the
mass density of the fluid, xj for j = 1, 2, 3 are the Cartesian coordinates of a fixed point, r,
in the flow, the fluid’s velocity field, u(r) has corresponding components ui, and the time










The stress tensor for an incompressible fluid may be written as,









where p is the pressure and δij is the Kronecker delta. Note that we have explicitly allowed
the shear viscosity, η, a dependence on position r. This is the essential difference between
the calculation presented here and the standard Stokes calculation.19
We assume that the shear viscosity may be written η = η0 + δη(r), where η0 is the bulk
viscosity, δη(r) is a change in the viscosity near a diffusing particle, and r is a position
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vector. We write the velocity field u(r) = u0(r) + δu(r), and the pressure p(r) = p0 + δp(r),
where again the subscript ‘0’ denotes the Stokes solution obtained for δη = 0. Substituting




= −∂ip+ η (∂j∂jui) + (∂jη) (∂jui + ∂iuj) + ρfi, (2.4)
where we have used the assumption of incompressibility and abbreviated the notation so
that the partial derivative with respect to xi is written ∂i. Following Stokes and Acheson we
neglect the second term in the time derivative,19 eq 2.2, because we expect viscous forces to
dominate, and neglect its first term because we seek a steady state.
In the absence of any variation of the viscosity, we obtain the equation whose solution
is the usual Stokes flow,
0 = −∂ip0 + η0 (∂j∂ju0i) + ρfi. (2.5)
We treat δη(r), δu, and δp as small perturbations, and neglect any product or square or
higher power of any of these three. That approach gives the leading correction to the velocity
field δu0 due to a viscosity change δη. Rearranging the Navier-Stokes equations under this
approximation gives,
0 = −∂iδp+ η0 (∂j∂jδui) + [δη (∂j∂ju0i) + (∂jδη) (∂ju0i + ∂iu0j)] (2.6)
Note that the fields carrying a subscript ‘0’ are themselves the solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations with δη, and so terms containing no perturbations disappear. In effect we subtract
eq 2.5 from eq 2.4.
Eq 2.6 is of the same form as eq 2.5, with the body force ρfi replaced by the term in
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the square brackets, which contains all contributions from the change in viscosity, and de-
pends on the unperturbed velocity field, u0, but not on the velocity perturbation, δu. This
comparison shows that the perturbation to the velocity field, δu, is exactly that which would
be obtained by adding the terms in square brackets to the body force term, ρfi. We therefore
define an effective perturbation to the body force, whose effects on the flow are identical to
the leading order effect of the spatially varying viscosity perturbation,
ρ δfi = [δη (∂j∂ju0i) + (∂jδη) (∂ju0i + ∂iu0j)] . (2.7)
Consider the Stokes flow past a spherical particle of radius a, with stick boundary conditions,
and carrying a local increase in shear viscosity near its surface, as shown in Figure 2.1. Both
the unperturbed flow and the effective force perturbation, δfi, are shown. To find the force
on the particle due to the viscosity change, we need not solve for the perturbed velocity and
pressure fields, but rather add up the total perturbation force on the fluid, to which the force
on the particle must be equal and opposite, according to Newton. The change in the drag





















The evaluation of this integral is straightforward using the standard solution for u0 in terms
of a stream function.19
We have considered only viscosity perturbations that decay monotonically from the sur-
face of the particle at r = a as shown in Figure 2.1. We find that the change in the drag
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force is proportional to the change in viscosity at the surface, δη(a), but independent of the
distance over which δη decays, or the form of this decay. This finding makes sense if we
consider the balance of forces on fluid and particle.
Figure 2.1: A particle of radius a = 1 with an increased viscosity at its surface, decaying as
a Gaussian into the fluid. The viscosity is indicated by colour, with blue denoting the bulk
viscosity. The Stokes flow obtained without the viscosity increase is shown as a vector field
in red, and the effective force, eq 2.7 for δf , is shown as a vector field in black.
The drag law that we find for flow past a particle of radius a with a local increase in shear
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viscosity near its surface is,
F = −6πη0av − 4πδη(a)av. (2.10)
The second term in eq 2.10 is the only term in the tangential part of the force on the particle
that does not depend on the thickness of the layer of increased viscosity. The other terms
are exactly cancelled by the radial forces.
For a particle suspended in a liquid, the drag coefficient, ζ, is defined so that the drag
force on the particle is F = −ζv, where v is the particle’s velocity. If we consider the par-
ticle to be a sphere of radius a, Stokes’ law relates the drag coefficient of a particle to the
radius,
ζ0 = nπηa, (2.11)
where n = 4 for slip boundary conditions and n = 6 for stick boundary conditions, and
η is the viscosity of the pure liquid. We write the dimensionless increase in viscosity as
∆ = δη(a)/η0, then using eq 2.10 we find,
δζ = 4πη0∆a. (2.12)
2.3.2 Calculation of structural and hydrodynamic radii
Real particles of interest are not simple spheres, and one may define their radii in a variety
of ways. These ways are either structural or hydrodynamic. Examples of structural radii
include van der Waals radii of nanoparticles, or of the cores of nanoparticles, the gyration
radii Rg of dendrimers and polymers. These structural radii are functions of the positions
of the atoms in the particle, and likely involve a canonical average over any fluctuations in
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where i is the number of monomers of the dendrimers or composite NPs, N is the total
number of monomers, Ri is the position vectors of the ith monomer and Rcm is the center
of mass (COM).
A hydrodynamic definition of a particle’s radius is available from the Stoke’s law. The





where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and D is the translational
diffusion coefficient of the particle. Eq 2.11 applies strictly only to spherical particles, and
so too does eq 2.15. A hydrodynamic radius is defined by relaxing this requirement, and





As discussed above, in the case of a globular protein this radius is typically double the true,
structural radius.13
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We may rewrite the SER with the drag law in eq 2.10. The diffusion coefficient becomes,
D =
kT
(6πη0 + 4πη0∆) a
. (2.17)
It remains to consider the dependence of the viscosity change on the size of the particle.
We expect that if our diffusing particle is no larger than the surrounding solvent, ∆ =
0. If ∆ is constant at larger particle sizes, we would see an increasing deviation between
the hydrodynamic and structural radii, and this has not been reported to the best of our
knowledge, so we conclude that ∆ must decay at least as fast as a−1. Writing the radius of








































Note that in the above a is the radius of an idealised spherical particle, where r̂h is a
measured radius defined for a particle of arbitrary shape. Recall that s is the radius of
a solvent particle, α is the largest surface viscosity increase seen for any particle size, D
is the diffusion coefficient, η0 is the shear viscosity in the bulk solvent, T is the absolute
temperature, and k is the Boltzmann constant. Our hypothesis is that this expression should
be used in place of the usual SER for the hydrodynamic measurement of size for objects of
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radii up to about 10 nm.
2.3.3 Calculating transport coefficients from MD simulations
The transport coefficients in the SER, that is the shear viscosity and diffusion coefficient,
were calculated from Green-Kubo expressions applied to molecular dynamics trajectories.35











where σαβ is the off-diagonal component of the stress tensor, V is the volume of the cubic
simulation box V = L3, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and 〈. . .〉 de-
notes the canonical ensemble average. Note that this formula is suitable for calculation of
the viscosity of the pure solvent. We describe the estimation of local changes in viscosity
from the persistence time below.









vj(t) · vj(0)〉 dt, (2.22)
where Nm is the particle number, vj is the velocity of particle j, and 〈. . .〉 denotes the
ensemble average.
2.3.4 Local viscosity from the persistence time
Two time intervals may be defined that characterise the dynamics of the solvent in which the
diffusing particle is suspended. The motion of a solvent particle is regarded as a Continuous
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Time Random Walk.30, 36 The exchange time, tx, is defined as the random walk waiting time.
More specifically, we follow Pronk et al. in choosing a distance over which the motion is diffu-
sive, and regarding it as the fixed jump length in the random walk. The exchange time is then
the time taken for a particle to take a step in the walk. The persistence time, tp, is calculated
as the interval between a randomly chosen time and the next exchange event, that is, the
next end of a step in the random walk. Because the persistence time calculation starts at a
randomly chosen time, the average persistence time is weighted towards the longest exchange
times. A wide range of exchange times may arise from the dynamical heterogeneity seen in
supercooled liquids and glasses, and in this case we expect tp and tx to become very different.
The diffusion coefficient of a solvent particle is related to the exchange time,
D(r) ∝ 1〈tx〉r
, (2.23)
where 〈·〉r is an average over solvent particles initially a distance r from the centre of mass
of the solute. We are most interested in determining the variations of these relaxation times
in the vicinity of a diffusing, suspended, and roughly spherical particle. We follow the
interpretation of the persistence time for supercooled liquids by regarding it as a measure of
the persistence of a local structural fluctuation which affects the motion of a solvent particle
passing through it.30 We therefore expect that the local viscosity is proportional to the
persistence time,
η(r) ∝ kT 〈tp〉r. (2.24)
The persistence time may be regarded as a mean first passage time, which is the time taken
by a particle to reach a given distance from its start for the first time.37–40 We choose this
distance to be 1.1σ with σ being the length parameter in the Lennard-Jones potential, which
is close to the position of the first peak in the radial distribution function for the solvent
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particles.30
In calculating the changes in persistence times near a diffusing solute, we divide the sur-
rounding region into spherical shells or bins. A persistence time is assigned to a bin if it
is calculated for a particle starting in that bin. We average over all the persistence times
calculated for a particular bin, and as usual over the configurations sampled from a MD
trajectory. Following Pronk et al., for a single configuration, we use a harmonic mean of the








where f denotes the fth frame of the trajectories in the simulation, i indicates the ith solvent
particle in the bin at distance r from the solute, and Nr is the total number of the solvent
particles inside the bin.
We examine both the arithmetic and harmonic means of the persistence times across con-















where f denotes the fth frame and Nf is the total number of the frames. Local viscosities
are obtained from these average local persistence times as discussed above.
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The local viscosities were measured by the 〈tp〉harr and 〈tp〉arithr for the composite NPs in









where L denotes the length of the simulation box.
2.4 Simulation methods
The particles in the simulations interact via the soft-sphere or Lennard-Jones potentials,
further described below. In each simulation model a single diffusing particle is surrounded
by solvent, under periodic boundary conditions. We use two models for nanoparticles with-
out any ligands on their surfaces (see Figure 2.2 (a) and (b)). The first of these consists of
a single site with a large diameter interaction, so that solvents are held at a large, chosen
radius, and no tangential force acts on the solvents. The second is constructed by selecting
all atoms in a cubically close-packed lattice within a certain radius of a central atom. We
refer to these models as simple and composite nanoparticles, respectively. Comparison of
the two provides information on the relative importance of radial and tangential forces. The
dendrimer model (Figure 2.2 (c)) is an example of a flexible structure into which the solvent
particles may diffuse.
The simple nanoparticle simulation system is composed of 2198 particles, including 2197
solvent atoms. The size of the simple nanoparticle is increased gradually from the size of
the solvent particles. The composite nanoparticles are composed of 19, 46, 87, 156, 249, or
372 particles, and the simulation system is composed of 5324 particles in total. The core
(G0) as well as the branches of the dendrimer shown in Figure 2.2 (c) are linear chains of
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2M particles. There are 2197 or 5832 particles in each dendrimer simulation system. The
number of particles of the solvent will change slightly with the dendrimer’s size. The den-
drimers are named GN -M where GN denotes the generation number of the dendrimers and
M is the branch length. We will use the notations G1-1,2,3,4 and G1,2,3,4-1 in the following.
G1-1,2,3,4 denotes a series of generation 1 dendrimers of varying the branch length, and
G1,2,3,4-1 denotes dendrimers of various generation with each linear segment containing
2M = 2 particles.
The interaction potentials between solvent and the simple nanoparticl, between solvent and
the particles in a composite nanoparticle, and between solvent and a surface group (gray







)6] r ≤ rc
0 r ≥ rc.
(2.29)





)12 r ≤ rc
0 r > rc,
(2.30)
where Uij(r) is the potential between two atoms which are separated by a distance r, ε in-
dicates the interaction strength, σ is the length parameter, and rc is the cutoff radius. The
monomers of the dendrimers interact with the neighbouring ones by rigid bonds. The bond
length is 1 in the unit of Lennard-Jones which is fixed by the SHAKE algorithm.
The simulations were carried out in a cubic box. At least 100,000 time steps were per-






Figure 2.2: (a): Schematic showing simple bare nanoparticle with solvent. (b): Schematic
showing bare composite nanoparticle with solvent. The nanoparticle is composed of many
particles which are the same as the solvent particles. (c): Generic dendrimer structure with
formulae GN -M. GN indicates the generation number and M is the length of a branch.
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solvent to converge and by 2 to 7 million time steps for the diffusion of the solutes. The




2 . All transport coefficients were calculated in the NVT en-
semble. The box length is 16σ for the simple NPs, dendrimers G1,2,3,4 and G2,3-1, 22.15σ
for dendrimer G4-1 and 21.5σ for the composite NPs. The temperature is T = 3εk
1
2 . The
Nose-Hoover chain thermostat is applied to balance the temperature. The relaxation time





2.5 Results and discussion
We examine first differences between the hydrodynamic and structural radii of real and
simulated particles. The differences vary with the sizes of the particles. Following previous
work,18, 30 we examine the possibility that a change in shear viscosity in the neighbourhood
of the particle is responsible for size variation of the difference between the hydrodynamic
and structural sizes. We test this hypothesis by comparison of the drag law derived above,
eq 2.17 and 2.20, with measured and simulated hydrodynamics. In order to further test our
proposed modification of Stokes’ law we use the persistence time method to estimate changes
in viscosity near simulated diffusing particles from changes in the persistence time of solvent
motions.
2.5.1 Structural and hydrodynamic radii
The hydrodynamic radii rh as functions of the structural sizes R, or Rg, for the real and
simulated particles, are shown in Figure 2.3. The four types of particles are real nanopar-
ticles with grafted oligomers, as measured by SV-AUC which are from Demeler and Lees’s
work41, 42 ; simulated dendrimers; simulated ‘simple’ nanoparticles; and simulated composite
nanoparticles.
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The axes in Figure 2.3 are the measured sizes of grafted nanoparticles. The other data re-
fer to simulations that use reduced, dimensionless units. The comparison therefore requires
that we choose a length scale for each simulation. The length we choose is σ, described
above, is the diameter of the soft-sphere solvent particle. For the simple nanoparticles we
choose σs = 0.5 nm, for the composite nanoparticles σc = 1.0 nm, and for the dendrimers
σd = 0.5 nm. For each set of simulated data in dimensionless reduced units, both the hydro-
dynamic radii, r∗h, and the structural radii R
∗, or R∗g, are multiplied by the relevant length






where R∗ is the radius of the simple nanoparticle that appears in the interaction potential
between the particle and the surrounding solvent (see Simulation methods section above for







Note carefully that here we use the radius of gyration of the composite nanoparticle R∗g. For







Of the three types of nanoparticles and dendrimers, with various surface structures, some
fall on the line rh = R in Figure 2.3, and so obey Stokes’ law. Others fall close to a different
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G1, 2, 3, 4-1 (ε=1)
G1, 2, 3, 4-1 (ε=4)
G1, 2, 3-1(ε=7)
G1-1, 2, 3, 4 ( ε=1)
rh = R
Figure 2.3: Hydrodynamic radii (rh) of the CdSe nanoparticles from Demeler
41 and Lees42
(green triangles) in comparison to those of the dendrimers (blue symbols), composite
nanoparticles (red points) and simple nanoparticles (black circles). ε is the interaction force
parameter. The two theory curves are based on eq 2.18, and the relevant parameters are
given in Table 2.1.
curve, with hydrodynamic radii higher than structural radii. Note that all hydrodynamic
radii in Figure 2.3 are obtained on the assumption that the standard form of the SER holds.
It is the simple, bare nanoparticles, and the low density dendrimers that obey the SER; and
the more complex particles that break it. We have plotted the usual rh, rather than our
improved r̂h, because this allows us to distinguish the two behaviours. Note that agreement
of simulated data with the theory curves shown implies that eq 2.20 correctly predicts the
true size as shown by Figure A2.4 in the Appendix.
The simple bare nanoparticles are constructed from single, simulated interaction sites, with
a spherically symmetric potential describing the interaction with nearby solvent particles.
Tangential forces on solvent particles near the surface of the solute are therefore absent,
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and slip boundary conditions apply. Using the slip boundary version of Stokes’ law, we find
as expected that the hydrodynamic and structural sizes match well. Note that it is only
for these simple, single-site particles that we use slip boundary conditions. Recall that in
deriving and discussing eq 2.10 above we noted that the new term in the drag law arose from
the tangential component of the force and does not depend on the thickness of the layer
of increased viscosity, and that other terms in tangential and radial force components both
cancel exactly. The importance of the tangential force is born out by the observation that
simulated simple nanoparticles obey the SER.
The low density dendrimers, with a single generation, denoted G1-1, G1-2, G1-3, and G1-4
also obey Stokes’ law, with stick boundary conditions. Note that by this we mean that the
hydrodynamic radius obtained from the simulated diffusion of the particle is in agreement
with its radius of gyration, and that this holds as the dendrimer doubles in radius. Our
simulated solvent model is simple, a soft-sphere fluid of liquid-like density, and we have
confirmed that it produces either stick or slip-like Stokes drag, depending on the particle
structure. It is possible for a linear or slightly branched polymer to exhibit different depen-
dences of hydrodynamic and structural size on mass, and such a species would not lie on the
line rh = R in Figure 2.3. Our slightly branched species, dendrimers G1-1, G1-2, G1-3, and
G1-4, do lie on that line.
We can rule out any deviation from Stokes’ law that occurs simply because the solute is
only slightly larger than the solvent particles, because we have observed the SER works for
both simple nanoparticles and generation 1 dendrimers.
Dendrimers of increasing generation become rapidly more dense at their centres, with a
sharper fall of density towards their outer edges. We examine also a series of dendrimers
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that increase not only in size but also in generation, denoted G1-1, G2-1, G3-1, and G4-1.
Three sets of such dendrimers with three different interaction strengths between the solvent
and the particles on the outermost ends of the dendrimers branches, ε = 1, 4, and 7, are
studied. These dendrimers have hydrodynamic radii that grow more quickly than the struc-
tural radii, R. Recall that the structural radii for the dendrimers are calculated as radii of
gyration (see above for details). The solvent interaction strength does have a weak influence
on the hydrodynamic radii, but only when the depth of the potential energy well is set to 7,
corresponding to solvent particles that can bind tightly to the dendrimer.
The striking effect on the hydrodynamic radii appears when we increase not only the size
of the dendrimer, but also its generation. We have confirmed that Stokes’ law with stick
boundaries at the gyration radius holds for generation 1 dendrimers, G1-1, G1-2, G1-3,
and G1-4, and found that Stokes’ law breaks down when the generation is increased without
changing solvent, monomers, bonds, or interactions, in the series G1-1, G2-1, G3-1, and G4-1.
We note that the deviations from Stokes’ law for simulated composite nanoparticles, which
have no ligands, for dendrimers of increasing generation are approximately the same. The
slight outliers are the data for dendrimers with very strong solvent interactions. We note
that for the real nanoparticles, the structural radius is the core radius that does not include
the ligands. We might expect that this definition resembles the gyration radius for the den-
drimers of increasing generation, as in both cases oligomeric structures extend outside the
structural radius. However we might choose to describe the sizes of our particles, we find for
particles of sufficient internal density that exert tangential forces on solvent at their periph-
eries, very similar deviations from Stokes’ law. The form of this deviation is not sensitive
to the surface structure, and so we can rule out ligands at the surface as a source of this
deviation.
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The simple, single-site, simulated nanoparticles obey Stokes’ law, and exert no tangential
force on the solvent. This points to the tangential force as the origin of the change in the drag
law. This agrees with previous study by Ortiz-Young et al.,18 who investigated the normal
and shear forces in water as an AFM tip approached flat surfaces, and found for surfaces with
low wettabilities that the tangential force increases more significantly as the tip approaches
the surface.18 We conclude that the radial component of the force is little affected by the
local dynamics of the solvent, but the tangential component increases significantly, and in a
manner consistent with a local increase in viscosity.
2.5.2 Magnitude of changes in viscosity
Using the modified Stokes-Einstein relation, eq 2.17, we calculated the local viscosity needed
to bring the hydrodynamic radii into agreement with the structural radii, r̂h = R. The
simulated composite nanoparticles and measured CdSe QDs have local viscosities that give
r̂h = R a little over twice the bulk. These estimated local viscosity increases are shown
in Figure 2.4. The predictions of eq 2.18 are also shown in Figure 2.4, and these match
experiment and simulation as appropriate. The parameters used are shown in Table 2.1.
We compared our ratios of local to bulk viscosities with those reported for flat surfaces,
curved surfaces, and the surfaces of proteins, all in water, obtained from molecular dynam-
ics simulations. The data is indicated by stars in Figure 2.4. The hydrophobic or weakly
hydrophilic surfaces show local viscosities near 2 to 3.5 times larger than the bulk viscosity.
The increase in viscosity near a protein surface is a factor of 2 or 3. Taking our results
together with the reported values,30 we find that the measured diffusion coefficients are con-
sistent with tangential drag force increased by a factor of 2 to 3. Note that Pronk et al. also
discussed charged surfaces, and interpreted their behaviour in terms of interaction strength.
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We do not discuss strongly hydrophilic surfaces here.
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(Note these last use the top axis.)
Figure 2.4: The ratio of bulk viscosity ηbulk to local viscosity ηlocal as a function of R for
simulated composite nanoparticles (red solid circles), and for simulated proteins (stars).
Note that for the second set of protein data from Pronk et al., the upper horizontal axis
is used, which does not indicate size, but rather numbers of the systems as in the original
publication. These are: 1 - water near silica (c=0); 2 - water near silica (c=0.5); 3 - L-J
fluids near a L-J particle surface. The parameter c controls surface charge. The two theory
curves correspond to those in Figure 2.3, and use the parameters in Table 2.1. The black




Table 2.1: Parameters used to obtain the theory curves in Figures 2.4.
α s/nm
CdSe nanoparticle 1.3 0.7
composite simulated nanoparticle 1.5 1.0
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2.5.3 Local viscosity from persistence times
As discussed above, the persistence time for solvent motions provides an estimate for a local
change in viscosity. Noting the similarity between the effective viscosity increases seen in
our work and those reported by Pronk et al., we follow their approach and calculate the
dependence of solvent persistence time on distance from the solute. The results reported so
far indicate that measured diffusion coefficients are consistent with a local viscosity increase.
Calculation of the persistence times from our molecular dynamics simulations provides an
independent test of the hypothesis that the viscosity increases near the diffusing particle.
The locally averaged persistence times near the simulated composite nanoparticles are plot-
ted in Figure 2.5. The tp increases near the nanoparticle of various sizes regardless of which
type of average over multiple configurations was used. Use of the arithmetic mean gives
increases in persistence times consistent with the increase in local viscosities shown in Fig-
ure 2.4. The ratio of the local viscosity to bulk solvent viscosity depends only weakly on
the sizes of the nanoparticles, which agrees with that from the modified form of the Stokes-
Einstein relation mentioned above.
The method of averaging across simulated configurations influences the increase in per-
sistence time. It is roughly 2 times that of the bulk using the arithmetic mean (Figure 2.5(a)
and (b)), and roughly 1.3 times using the harmonic mean (Figure 2.5(c) and (d)). The
harmonic mean gives relatively less weight to the large persistence times. The broad distri-
bution of persistence times that this implies is expected.30 Pronk et al. argue for the use of
the harmonic mean.
The ratios of bulk solvent viscosity to local viscosity for our simulated dendrimers are plot-
ted in Figure 2.6, obtained using both the arithmetic and harmonic mean. In both cases,
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Figure 2.5: Persistence time tp as a function of (r − Rg) for the bare composite NPs. The
dashed lines are twice the bulk persistence time. r is the distance to the COM of the NPs,
σ is the length parameter, m is the mass of a solvent particles and ε is the interaction
force parameter. The persistence times of solvent particles inside each circular bin were
averaged by a harmonic mean. The 〈tp〉 obtained from multiple configurations were averaged
by an arithmetic mean as shown in a, b and by a harmonic mean as shown in c, d. The
‘composite NP x’ stands for the xth composite NP (see above for details). tp of other four
bare composites NPs can be found in the Appendix.
the results are compared to the corresponding data reported for proteins. The ratios tend
to decrease in the neighbourhood of the dendrimers. Using the arithmetic average, both
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Figure 2.6: The ratio of bulk and local viscosity of solvent from tp as a function of the distance
to Rg of the dendrimers G1-1,2,3,4 (purple symbols) and G2,3,4-1 (blue symbols) compared
with those of the proteins (black symbols) taken from the literature.30 The dendrimers
correspond to the left Y axis and the proteins correspond to the right Y axis. The arithmetic
and harmonic stand for that the persistence times were obtained by arithmetic average and
harmonic average over multiple configurations, respectively. r is the distance to the center
of mass of the NPs and σ is the length parameter.
series of dendrimers show the biggest change in local viscosity for the smallest dendrimer.
The effect is similarly strong for the two sets of dendrimers. The behaviour of the harmonic
mean is quite different. For the series of dendrimers with increasing generation, G1-1, G2-1,
G3-1, to G4-1, the viscosity change near the particle is nearly constant. For the series of
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first generation dendrimers, G1-1, G1-2, G1-3, to G1-4, the viscosity change near the particle
becomes weaker as the particle grows. The viscosity change for G1-4 is about one third of
that for G1-1. G4-1 has a viscosity change almost identical to the G1-1. The harmonic
mean results match the effective viscosity changes qualitatively shown above in Figure 2.4,
confirming the use of the harmonic mean reported in the literature.30
2.6 Conclusions
We find that deviations from Stokes’ law for the drag on a spherical object in a viscous fluid
are consistent with an increase in the shear viscosity near the particle. We find agreement
between theory and experiment, and between theory and simulation, shown in Figure 2.3
and 2.4. These results support the hypothesis that eq 2.20 should be used in place of the
usual SER in hydrodynamic size determination.
This conclusion is based on simulations of, and comparisons between, three types of particles.
These are a simple, single-site, particle that exerts no tangential force on the surrounding sol-
vent; a composite nanoparticle made up of solvent-like particles assembled in a face-centred
cubic structure; a sequence of first generation dendrimers; and a sequence of dendrimers
of increasing generation. These particles allow us to reproduce the standard Stokes drag
law; to isolate the tangential and normal components of the drag force; and to rule out
the effects of ligands at the particle surface. The hypothesis of increased effective viscosity
is consistent with the measured diffusivity, and receives independent support from the cal-
culation of persistence times, which increase in the neighbourhood of the simulated particles.
We find that the deviation from Stokes’ law depends only weakly on the strength of the
forces between the solute and solvent. The deviation is not affected by the presence of
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ligands at the surface. These observations are consistent with the interpretation of the hy-
drodynamic radii in terms of persistence times. A distribution of persistence times reflects a
distribution of possible structures, a dynamical heterogeneity, and the appearance of ‘slow’
structures with increases in viscosity. We find that the diffusing solutes which exclude sol-
vent, as the dendrimers that increase in generation as they grow show longer persistence
times for nearby solvent. Particles into which the solvent can pass show some increase in
persistence time, but this becomes weak as the particles grow. The presence of a sufficiently
dense diffusing particle constrains the motion of nearby solvent, and so increases the local
viscosity. This in turn slows the diffusion of the particle and leads to the deviation from
Stokes’ law. Determination of this increase in viscosity allows for an improvement in cali-
bration for the dynamical measurement of the sizes of particles in the nanometre size range.
Our results show that the pattern of increased viscosity proposed for proteins and surfaces
of varying hydrophilicity30 also applies to a wide range of particles, and most importantly
to nanoparticles bearing grafted ligands. In the latter case the ligands are typically chem-
ically similar to the solvent, so as to promote dispersion of the particles into the solvent.
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Figure A2.1: (a): The viscosity of the Lennard-Jones liquids (◦ and ◦) compared with the
data from Cappelezzo (◦).43 The main simulation parameters are the number density of the
spheres N
V
= 40%, the temperature kT = 1.5 in units of ε. The error bars refer to the standard
error. (b): The viscosity of the solvent (soft spheres) calculated from MD simulations. The
main simulation parameters are the number density of the spheres N
V
= 53.64%, atom number








, where m is the mass of particle, σ is the




































Figure A2.2: Persistence time tp as a function of (r −Rg)
for the bare composite NP 1 and 2.
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Figure A2.3: Persistence time tp as a function of (r −Rg)
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Figure A2.4: Hydrodynamic radius rh obtained from the SER and the new hydrodynamic
radius r̂h obtained from the new SER of our simulated nanoparticles and experimental
nanoparticles from literatures as a function of structural radius R.
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Chapter 3
Determination of gold nanoparticle




Sub-10 nm nanoparticles find promising applications in research and industry, however, it
is still a challenge to determine the size accurately. Size predicted by the Stokes-Einstein
relation for the nanoparticles was found about twice the structural size. Here, we report
size determination of more realistic model nanoparticles, which are gold nanoparticles with
ligands in aqueous liquids, than those presented in Chapter 2, by the new Stokes-Einstein
relation. The new theory is obtained by allowing increases in local viscosity of solvent.
Both atomistic simulation data and experimental data on the grafted nanoparticles are
discussed in this chapter. We present that the structural sizes of simulated and experimental
nanoparticles are predicted successfully by the new theory. The increased viscosity assumed
for the new theory is estimated and confirmed independently by persistence times of solvent
particles near the grafted nanoparticles. Effect of the ligands on the viscosity is further
investigated by the number density profiles of atoms. Data suggests that the viscosity of
solvent near the grafted nanoparticles is 2∼3 times of the viscosity of bulk solvent. The
ligands are found to strengthen the deviation of Stokes-Einstein relation by comparisons
between the grafted and bare nanoparticles.
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3.2 Introduction
Passivated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), especially the monolayer-protected ultrasmall gold
clusters (≤ 2 nm in diameter),1 are promising for applications in biological imaging,2, 3
drug delivery,4, 5 catalyst,6, 7 optics,8, 9 and electronics.10 The corresponding properties,
bioactivity, toxicity,1 catalysis,11 optical performance and charge transfer,12 are size depen-
dent. Therefore, an accurate size measurement is highly demanded. Size determination for
small clusters is normally performed by sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation
(SV-AUC).13–15 The sizes, obtained by the SV-AUC, are calculated by the Stokes-Einstein
relation (SER) assuming an equivalence between the hydrodynamic radius and the struc-
tural radius.15 However, proteins,16, 17 dendrimers,18 CdSe quantum dots13, 14 and grafted
nanoparticles15, 19, 20 are found diffusing much slower than that predicted by the SER. The
SER is a combination of Stokes’ law and Einstein relation. Note here what is in question
is Stokes’ law not the Einstein relation. Thus, modifications are needed for Stokes’ law to
obtain a new SER.
We have proposed a modified Stokes-Einstein relation by allowing an increase in solvent
viscosity near a particle in Stokes flow, and the new theory has been tested by various
types of particles in Chapter 2. Note here an increase in the local viscosity is the crucial
requirement for the validity of the new Stokes-Einstein relation. It is reported that the local
viscosity can be estimated by persistence times,16 which, however, are difficult to measure
by experiments. Hence we attain them from atomistic simulations to examine whether the
persistence times of solvent near the ligands grafted AuNPs increase in a similar way with
those of simple liquids near the bare nanoparticles or not. As discussed previously in last
chapter, the bare nanoparticles do obey the new SER.
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The persistence times of water were found to increase near proteins,16 which are similar
in size to AuNPs. This implies possible heterogeneity of solvent near the grafted AuNPs
similar to that near the proteins. Therefore, we hypothesize here that there was an increased
local viscosity of water near the grafted AuNPs, similar to that near the bare NPs presented
in Chapter 2. The core of grafted gold nanoparticles could induce deviation of Stokes’ law,
according to our previous research on the bare nanoparticles.21 Although we found that the
ligands are not the source for the deviation from Stokes’ law, they may still influence the
local dynamics of solvent in a similar way with molecules possessing ligand-like structures,
such as proteins and dendrimers. Increases in local viscosity of water around proteins have
been revealed,16 and we also detected a similar dynamic heterogeneity of solvent near model
dendrimers in our earlier work.21 We thus expect to see an increase in local viscosity of water
near the AuNPs considering influences from both cores and ligands. The increase in local
viscosity could make the application of modified Stokes’ law to the AuNPs possible.
If the local viscosity of solvent near an AuNP is higher than that of the bulk solvent, the
persistence times of solvent will also be higher.16 Thus if the new Stokes-Einstein relation
stands, we expect to observe higher persistence times.16 The persistence time distributions
may be influenced by ligand conformations as the size of nanoparticle varies. We therefore
simulate various sizes of AuNPs with alkanethiol ligands in water. For the simulated AuNPs,
we can directly calculate the persistence time distributions of water to detect any changes
in the local viscosity and explore the validity of the new Stokes-Einstein relation.
In the following sections, we describe methods of molecular dynamics simulation as well
as structures of the grafted and bare nanoparticles. Then we represent the persistence time
theory for calculation of the local viscosities. The local viscosity of water near the grafted
AuNPs is then discussed in comparison with that near the bare nanoparticles. In order to
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further explore the role of ligands in the changes in local viscosity, discussion on conforma-
tions of the ligands is presented. We finally predict the sizes of grafted nanoparticles from
simulations and experiments2, 15, 22 using the new Stokes-Einstein relation. These results are
discussed with a view to improving the size determination for nanoparticles up to 10 nm.
3.3 Simulation methods
3.3.1 Description of grafted gold nanoparticle models
Gold nanoparticles grafted with alkanethiol ligands have been modeled as shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. The cores composed of gold atoms are constructed from face-centered lattice.23
Every other gold atoms on the surface of the rigid cores are selected for attaching a sin-
gle ligand chain. The alkanethiol ligands (see Figure 3.2) are composed of −SR− with
R=C12H24 and a terminal group −NH+3 . The ligands are presented by united atom model
that represents a CH2 group as a single united-atom.
20 Various sizes of AuNPs are simu-
lated by varying the number of gold atoms in the core, including 16, 44, 80 and 140. They
are close to the core nuclearities reported by both experiments24, 25 and simulations.26–28









3 )47, respectively. They are named as AuNP-x, where x stands for the number
of gold atoms in the core.
Each AuNP with ligands was solvated in a water box with 5000 - 30000 water molecules
under periodic boundary conditions. Then Cl− ions were put inside the box to neutralize
positive charges on the ligands. The water molecules were described by the TIP3P model.
It was tested that this water model gives correct dynamics of methane.29 Therefore it is
capable of providing the correct results in this work. Partial charges, calculated from the
work of Akola,20 were put on the gold atoms on the surface at the base of each ligand. The
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dimensions of simulation boxes range from 40 × 40 × 40 Å to 70 × 70 × 70 Å for the
sake of time optimization. We have confirmed that the water density is consistent with that
reported in the literature.30
Figure 3.1: Snapshot of a gold nanoparticle grafted by alkanethiol chains with positively
charged terminal group Au140(SC12H24)47NH
+
3 , where the Au atoms are represented in
ochre, S in yellow, C in cyan, N in blue and H in white.
Constant structures of the gold cores were kept by the equilibrium distance between two
atoms and spring constants. The bond length of Au-Au is 3.341 giving a diameter of the
AuNPs close to that reported in previous studies.20, 31 We checked that the bond length is
constant during all time frames. Other bond lengths are dAu−S = 2.45 Å, dC−S = 1.83 Å,
dC−C = 1.53 Å, dC−N = 1.47 Å and dH−N = 1.01 Å. The internal bending energies are
k111◦(C-C-C) = 55.25 kcal mol
−1 rad−2, k100◦(Au-S-C) = 55.25 kcal mol
−1 rad−2, k113◦(S-
C-C) = 55.25 kcal mol−1 rad−2, k109.5◦(H-N-C) = 45.21 kcal mol
−1 rad−2, k109.5◦(H-N-H)
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= 40.18 kcal mol−1 rad−2 and k109.5◦(N-C-C) = 55.25 kcal mol
−1 rad−2. The non-bonded
atoms force fields are given by the Lennard-Jones potentials. The energy parameters (ε) and





















Figure 3.2: Schematic showing an alkanethiol chain with positively charged terminal group.
The CH2 groups are described by the united atom model. A single ligand was attached to
each of the selected surface Au atoms.









All simulations were performed using the NAMD package.35 Simulations were run for 10
ns for the energy minimization and equilibration of each system. Potential energy of the
grafted AuNP/water systems and the ligand structures of AuNPs, characterized by the gy-
ration radius Rg, have been checked to converge well after the equilibrium steps as shown
in Figure A3.1 in the Appendix. The production simulations over 100 ns in NPT ensem-
bles were then performed to ensure diffusive behaviours of the grafted AuNPs. We then
performed a short simulation of 80 ps in NVT ensembles starting at ∼80 ns, with atomic
trajectories stored every 40 fs for the analysis of local viscosities. We collected the data of
persistence times at ∼80 ns for the smallest grafted AuNP and at ∼100 ns for larger ones.
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Furthermore, we have run the simulations over 200 ns for the largest one and obtained the
same potential energy, ligands structures and persistence times as we reported here. We thus
ensure that the equilibrium state has been reached and the ligands have relaxed well when
the persistence times are calculated.
The cutoff for the force fields calculation is 12 Å and all bonds are kept rigid with a time step
of 2 fs. The Particle Mesh Ewald sum is applied to the calculation of full-system electro-
static interactions with a grid size of 1 Å. The temperature of 310 K is controlled by langevin
dynamics with a damping coefficient of 5 ps−1 for the NVT ensembles. Langevin piston is
used to maintain the system pressure to be 1.013 bar, with the oscillation time constant of
100 fs and damping time constant of 50 fs for the NPT ensembles.
3.3.2 Description of bare nanoparticle models
A sequence of bare composite nanoparticles without ligands on the surface were also simu-
lated. The particles were constructed by selecting atoms in a cubically close-packed lattice
within a radial distance of a central coordinate. The atoms interact with each other by rigid
bonds. The solvent in which the bare nanoparticles diffuse is simulated by the Lennard-Jones
liquids. The simulations were carried out in reduced units. Refer to Simulation methods
section in Chapter 2 for more details of the description of bare composite nanoparticle mod-
els. Comparisons between the passivated gold nanoparticles and bare nanoparticles reveal
information of the role of ligands in deviation of the Stokes-Einstein relation.
3.3.3 Localized viscosity estimated by persistence time
As presented in Chapter 2, two time intervals, the persistence time, tp, and the exchange
time, tx, can be extracted from the motions of solvent particles, which are regarded as a
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Continuous Time Random Walk.16, 36 Persistence time is the waiting time from a random
start until the next exchange event. Note here an exchange event happens when a particle
moves a fixed distance (jump length) from its initial position. Exchange time is the waiting
time between two exchange events. The persistence and exchange times are reported to
be able to estimate local viscosity and local diffusivity, respectively. We only focus on the
persistence times in this chapter, which are proportional to the local viscosities,
η(r) ∝ kT 〈tp〉r, (3.1)
where 〈·〉r is the average over solvent particles initially at position r with the centre of mass
(COM) of a diffusing nanoparticle being the origin. We assumed that the viscosity of sol-
vent near a nanoparticle increases for the new Stokes-Einstein relation. In order to test the
validity of the new theory using more realistic systems than the systems modeled without
atom details in our earlier work, here we calculate the persistence times of water to estimate
the local viscosities near the ligands grafted gold nanoparticles.
The persistence time may be regarded as a mean first passage time, which is the time
taken by a particle to reach a given distance from its start for the first time.37–40 We chose
this distance to be 3 Å, the diameter of a water molecule,41 as justified in the literature.16
We calculated the coordinate of COM for each water molecule from the stored molecule
dynamics (MD) coordinates. It is used to represent the position of a water molecule for the
calculation of tp presented in the following sections.
We perform the similar procedures with those in our previous work to calculate the per-
sistence times. We divide the surrounding water region into spherical bins with the COM
of grafted AuNPs being the center of spheres. The persistence time of all water molecules
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in each bin and each time frame is then calculated. We take two steps to calculate the per-
sistence time 〈tp〉 at a certain distance to the COM of the ligands grafted AuNPs. Firstly,
we average the persistence times of water molecules in each bin of a particular time frame.
Secondly, the average of persistence times for a bin over all time frames is performed. The
methods we use to average the persistence times for the grafted AuNP systems simulated by
the atomistic models are the same as those for the bare NPs systems presented in Chapter
2 in order to be comparable.
For a single configuration (time frame) sampled from a MD trajectory, we calculate the








where f denotes the fth configuration sampled from a simulation trajectory, i denotes the
ith water molecule in the bin at distance r from the COM of the AuNP, and Nr is the total
number of the water molecules inside the bin. We then average the time intervals across all















where Nf is the total number of the configurations. Note here Nf configurations mean Nf
conformations of each nanoparticle. We calculated the average persistence times over 2000
conformational samples for each nanoparticle in this study. The local viscosities are then
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estimated from these averaged local persistence times.
3.3.4 Size of grafted and bare nanoparticles
Two structural sizes of grafted AuNPs are calculated from the simulated trajectories. One
is the radius of the core, and the other is the radius of the core together with the alkanethiol
ligands. They are calculated as the distance between the center of mass of the gold core
and the outermost atoms of the core and ligands, respectively.20 The distance of each atom
to the center of mass of the core is calculated per time frame and then all the obtained
distances are averaged over all time frames. The sizes are calculated to compare with the
position where the changes of local viscosities would happen, and to attain a clear picture
of the role of ligands in the local dynamics. The structural size of the bare NPs is obtained
by scaling sizes in reduced units calculated in Chapter 2.
In order to test the Stokes-Einstein relation, we further calculate the hydrodynamic radius





where rh is the hydrodynamic radius, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute
temperature, η0 is the shear viscosity of pure solvent and D is the diffusion coefficient of
AuNPs. The diffusion coefficient of the grafted AuNPs is calculated by using the Einstein






where ~r is the position vector and 〈[~r(t)− ~r(0)]2〉 is the mean-squared displacement (MSD).
The MSD is fitted linearly as a function of time t, and then the fitted slope is divided by six
in order to calculate D0. However, Yeh and Hummer
42 reported that D0 underestimates the
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true diffusion coefficient for systems involving long-range interactions. The reason is that
the infinite time cannot be truly reached and thus effects of finite cubic size of a simulation
box become evident. They then proposed a correction to the diffusion coefficient calculated
from the molecular dynamic simulations to calculate the true diffusion coefficient D,




where ξ ≈ 2.837297 is a constant and L is the length of the simulation box. We have
carried out the same correction to the diffusion coefficient of the simulated AuNPs in water
to calculate rh. We then plot the calculated rh as a function of their structural size to test
the validity of SER, in comparison with the simulated bare NPs. The rh of the bare NPs
in Lennard-Jones liquids, only including short-range interactions, is also calculated from the






〈v(t) · v(0)〉 dt, (3.8)
where the velocity correlation function Cv = 〈v(t) · v(0)〉 has decayed to zero and the
integration of the velocity correlation functions has converged well within the simulation
time.
3.3.5 Calculation of number density of atoms
In order to further investigate the role of ligands in the local viscosity of solvent, we analyze
conformations of the ligands. The atom number density of the ligands is calculated as a
function of the radial distance from the center of mass of the gold cores. Atoms of sulfur,
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are considered in this study. The number of a single type atom
in a shell around the core with a width of ∆r is counted, and then the atom number is
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where ρ is the number density of atoms, N is the atoms number in the shell of ∆ = (r2−r1),
and r denotes the distance between the atom and the center of mass ~Rcm. The ~Rcm was







where M is the total atoms number in the core of nanoparticles, j denotes the jth atom and
~Rj is the position vector of atom j.
The number densities obtained in all simulated time frames are then averaged with samples
stored every 10 ps. The conformation of ligands is investigated to explore the contribution
of different atoms to the local viscosity.
3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Local viscosity estimated by persistence times
We simulate gold nanoparticles with alkanethiol chains in water by atomistic simulations
as described above. The local viscosity used to verify the assumption for the new Stokes-
Einstein relation is estimated by the persistence times. We observe a similarity between the
local viscosities of solvent around the grafted AuNPs and those around the bare NPs (see
Figure 3.3). This implies that the viscosity given by the simple models presented in Chapter
2 is reasonably realistic.
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Both arithmetic mean and harmonic mean are used to locally average the persistence times
of water molecules around the grafted gold NPs as plotted in Figure 3.3. The persistence
time of bulk water at 310 K is approximately 4 ps, in agreement with that of water in the
lipid bilayer system.16 Both of the two types of persistence time, calculated by the two types
of average over multiple configurations, increase near the ligands grafted gold nanoparticles
of various sizes. As a comparison, the persistence time distributions of solvent near the
bare nanoparticles were also plotted in Figure 3.3. The increasing pattern in tp to smaller
r near the grafted AuNPs, seen from the shape of curves, is similar as that near the NPs
without attached ligands or oligomers on the surface. It indicates a similar deviation from
the traditional Stokes-Einstein relation for the two types of nanoparticles according to the
mechanism we proposed for the breakdown of Stokes’ law. If we observe a similar deviation,
it would be confirmed that the deviation is caused by the solvent dynamic heterogeneity
regardless of the surface structures. This is crucial for the size determination of a wide
range of small particles by using the modified Stokes-Einstein relation. We will examine the
extent of deviation from the SER for the grafted and bare NPs presented by the following
discussions.
Table 3.2: Structural radius of the cores of grafted AuNPs, total radius of the AuNPs with
ligands and structural radius of the bare NPs marked by dashed and solid lines in Figure 3.3
.
Rcore/Å RAuNP/Å Rbare/Å
AuNP-16 3.9 11.9 bare NP 1 4.4
AuNP-44 6.1 17.1 bare NP 2 6.0
AuNP-80 7.7 19.5 bare NP 3 7.6
AuNP-140 9.1 22.6 bare NP 4 9.2
The ratios of the maximum local viscosity of water near the grafted AuNPs to the viscosity
of bulk water given by the arithmetic and harmonic average are ∼3 and ∼2, respectively.
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The smaller ratio given by the harmonic mean results from less weight given to the large
persistence times. Here both of the two types of average reveal increases in the persistence
times. Neither is clearly superior. They contain different information. The increase in
persistence times only weakly depends on the size of nanoparticles, which agrees with that
for the bare nanoparticles. The effect of increases in viscosity must vanish as the AuNPs
grow in size because the SER is valid for macroscopic particles.
The position where the changes in persistence time happens near the grafted AuNPs is in-
vestigated here for a more clear picture of the origin of increase in the local viscosity. The
persistence times increase between the two dashed lines in each plot in Figure 3.3. The
dashed lines are the outermost boundary of the core and ligands, respectively. It indicates
that the water molecules penetrate into the ligands. The interactions between the ligands
and water affect the dynamics of water. The tp starts to increase near the outside border of
grafted AuNPs, referred as RAuNP , to smaller r. Then it increases sharply and reaches to the
maximum near the inner border of the grafted AuNP (Rcore). It suggests that the ligands
of grafted AuNPs influence the dynamics of water by slowing down the diffusive motions.
The results for the bare nanoparticles suggest that the core also has effect on slowing down
the dynamics of surrounding solvent. Taking the results together, we conjecture that both
dense gold cores and ligands contribute to the increase in the local viscosity.
In order to further explore the role of ligands in local dynamics of solvent near a diffus-
ing nanoaprticle, we compare the persistence time distributions of water near the grafted
gold nanoparticles to those of solvent near the bare nanoparticles. In spite of the similarity
between them mentioned above, there are still dissimilarities between the persistence times
of solvent near the two types of nanoparticles, including the magnitude, the position and
width of peak of the plots, which might imply effects of ligands on the local dynamics.
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Figure 3.3: Persistence time tp as a function of r near the AuNPs with alkanethiol ligands
and the bare NPs. r is the distance to the COM of gold cores or the bare NPs. The length
and time in reduced units for the bare NPs were converted to Å and ps, respectively, by
multiplying the length parameter σ = 2.95 Å which is the diameter of a gold atom, and by
multiplying the ratio of the tp of bulk water to simple liquids 13.3 ps. Each grafted AuNP
is compared to a bare nanoparticle of the closest size. The two dashed lines in each plot
are the structural radii of the gold cores (Rcore) and the total radii including the ligands
(RAuNP ), respectively. The solid lines are the structural radii of the bare NPs (Rbare). The
radii of both the grafted AuNPs and bare NPs are listed in Table 3.2. The persistence times
of solvent particles inside each circular bin were averaged by a harmonic mean. The 〈tp〉
obtained from multiple configurations were averaged by both arithmetic mean and harmonic
mean. The ‘AuNP-x’ stands for x gold atoms existing in the gold core (see above for details).
The ‘bare NP x’ stands for the xth bare NP.
We compare the grafted and bare NPs. Each pair of NPs has approximately the same
structural radius of the cores. In order to make the comparison meaningful, the length and
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time in reduced units for the bare NPs were converted to Å and ps, respectively. The length
parameter is 2.95 Å which is the diameter of a gold atom and the persistence time of bulk
simple liquids is 4.4 ps which is the persistence time of the bulk water. After the units
conversion of the two parameters, the persistence time distributions of solvent near the bare
NPs were plotted in Figure 3.3.
Four pairs of NPs are compared, which are AuNP-16 vs. bare NP 1, AuNP-44 vs. bare
NP 2, AuNP-80 vs. bare NP 3 and AuNP-140 vs. bare NP 4 as shown in Figure 3.3 (a),
(b), (c) and (d), respectively. The structural sizes of the cores for each pair are compara-
ble as shown in Table 3.2. The ratio of the maximum local viscosity to the bulk viscosity
of solvent near the grafted AuNPs is ∼3 by arithmetic mean, and ∼2 by harmonic mean
over multiple configurations. Both are larger than those near the bare NPs which are ∼2
and ∼1.3, respectively. This indicates that the ligands do influence the mobility of solvent
molecules inside them, when the packing density is sufficient, just as demonstrated by the
dendrimers21 and proteins.16 That the maximum local viscosity of solvent near the grafted
AuNPs is larger than that near the bare NPs results from that the ligands produce a more
rough interactive region between the grated NP and water, hindering the water from escap-
ing, than that between the bare NP and Lennard-Jones liquid.43
The tp curves are pushed further away from the surface of grafted AuNPs than that from the
surface of the bare NPs. A distance, about 3 Å in the range of diameter of an atom, exists
between the grafted AuNPs surface and the boundary of water. However, the simple liquids
seem to penetrate into the bare NPs indicated by the solid lines especially for the largest
one (bare NP 4 in Figure 3.3 (d)). It is because of the unideal spherical shape of the NPs,
which are developed from a face-centered box. There are defects on the surface which are
hole-like areas inside the ideal spherical sizes of the bare NPs. The solvent particles can get
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access to these areas. The possibility of the defects is higher for the large bare NPs than the
small bare NPs because of the larger surface area. While the water cannot get access to the
inside of the ideal spherical size of the grafted gold cores, indicating that the high packing
density of the atoms of the ligands on the surface of cores offsets the defects and makes the
hole-like areas hard to be reached.
It is concluded that apart from the dense cores, the ligands also contribute to the increase
in the local viscosity. The ligands strengthen the dynamic heterogeneity of water near the
passivated gold nanoparticles seen from the above comparisons between the persistence time
distributions of solvent near the grafted gold NPs and bare NPs. We therefore believe that
the ligands and dense cores jointly contribute to the deviation of Stokes-Einstein relation.
3.4.2 Density profiles of grafted AuNP/water systems
We continue to investigate structures of the AuNP/water systems for a picture of effects of
atoms of the ligands on the local viscosity. We present structural details of the ligands and
water around the simulated AuNPs with ligands. The structural details are presented by
density profiles of various atom species as shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5. They were measured
as a function of the radial distance from the center of mass of the gold cores at T=310 K. We
emphasize possible effects of the structures on the persistence times of water indicated by
the density profiles. Here we assume that the atoms affect persistence times most strongly
in a small region around their positions.
The oxygen density profiles slightly overlap with those of the sulfur atoms for all of the
four grafted AuNPs as shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5, indicating that the water molecules
penetrate into the ligands but only slightly into the sulfur atoms. We can also see it from
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Figure 3.4: Radial density profiles of atoms S, C, N belonging to the alkanethiol ligands of
the simulated AuNP-16 (a) and AuNP-44 (b) and the corresponding O in water molecules
for each system; and persistence times from both arithmetic and harmonic average for the
AuNP-16 (c) and AuNP-44 (d) systems. The dotted lines mark the positions of the peaks
of the 〈tp〉 plots. r is the distance to the COM of the gold core. The ‘AuNP-x’ stands for a
gold NP with x core atoms.
bewteen the sulfur atoms and the water molecules may explain the further distance between
the peaks of persistence time profiles and surface of cores for the grafted gold nanoparticles
than that for the bare nanoparticles as shown in Firgure 3.3.
The alkane carbon profiles show the maximum density alongside the sulfur profiles, closely
mirroring those of the persistence times near the four AuNPs. This can be seen from the
dotted lines in Figure 3.4 and 3.5. Meanwhile, the oxygen profiles partly overlap with the






















































Figure 3.5: Radial density profiles for atoms of S, C, N belonging to alkanethiol ligands of
the simulated AuNP-80 (a) and AuNP-140 (b) and the corresponding O representing water
for each system; and persistence times from both arithmetic and harmonic average for the
AuNP-80 (c) and AuNP-140 (d) systems. The dotted lines mark the positions of the peaks
of the 〈tp〉 plots. r is the distance to the COM of the gold core. The ‘AuNP-x’ stands for a
gold NP with x core atoms.
of the carbon profiles, in agreement with the published results.20, 44 These phenomena re-
sult from interactions between the alkane groups and water molecules. The comparisons
between the atom number density profiles and persistence time profiles suggest that the
carbon atoms create a more congesting environment near the gold cores than the peripheral.
The congestion hinders the movement of the penetrated water molecules and thus elongates
the persistent times near the grafted nanoparticles.
The nitrogen profiles locate near the water interface with broad peaks and low number
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density. The persistence time profiles begin to increase as the water molecules penetrate
into the −NH+3 groups, indicating that interactions between the terminal groups and water
molecules also contribute to the increase in the local viscosity. The terminal group of the
ligands is −NH+3 , which is positively charged and believed to form hydrogen bonds with
water.20 Part of the contribution to the increase in the persistence times might come from
the hydrogen bonds.
The above analysis suggests that the ligands studied here contribute to the increase in the
local viscosity of water. The increase results from the cooperation of interactions between
all atoms of the ligands and water, but the alkane groups dominate the magnitude of the
largest increase in the local viscosities of water near the gold NPs based on the assumption
of local effects mentioned above. We leave the study on more details of interactions between
the ligands and water to the future, due to that the validity of the new Stokes-Einstein
relation is not affected by the nature of interactions based on the results for nanoparticles
with different structures presented in Chapter 2.
So far the increases in local viscosity near the nanoparticles are detected and estimated
by the persistence times. The hypothesis for the new Stokes-Einstein relation is, therefore,
independently confirmed. In the following, we apply the new theory to the grafted and bare
nanoparticles and examine its validity.
3.4.3 Hydrodynamic and structural size of nanoparticles
A new Stokes-Einstein relation was obtained from solving the Navier-Stokes equations by
allowing an increased local viscosity around a particle diffusing in a viscous fluid. The details
are given in Chapter 2. The new theory should be used in place of the usual SER for the size
measurement of nanoparticles up to 10 nm. Here we only represent the new hydrodynamic
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where r̂h is the corrected hydrodynamics radius of a particle of arbitrary shape, s is the size
of a solvent particle, s = 0.275 nm for water and 0.331 nm for Lennard-Jones liquid, α is
the largest surface viscosity increase seen for any particle size, D is the diffusion coefficient
of nanoparticles, η0 is the shear viscosity of pure solvent, T is the absolute temperature and
kB is the Boltzmann constant. Note here since we found that the fitted values of s obtained
in Chapter 2 for the composite bare nanoparticles and experimental nanoparticles are close
to the diameter of solvent particles instead of the radius. Therefore, we assign diameter of
solvent particles to s in this chapter.
Here we apply the new Stokes-Einstein relation to ligands grafted gold nanoaparticles in our
simulations and experiments reported in literature. The hydrodynamic radii (rh) calculated
from the traditional Stokes-Einstein relation and structural radii (R) of the grafted AuNPs
calculated from the sampled trajectories are plotted in Figure 3.6. The theory curves plotted
can be obtained from solving Eq 3.11. Note here the structural radii of the four AuNPs are
the size of the gold cores as argued for the size definition of CdSe quantum dots with core-
shell structures in Chapter 2. The same procedures were taken for the bare nanoparticles
for comparison.
In Figure 3.6(a), we observe that rh grows faster than the corresponding R of both sim-
ulated AuNPs with ligands and bare NPs. This means that the traditional SER fails for
the determination of true nanoparticle sizes. The theory curves agree well with the two sets
of simulation data. That the theory curve of the ligands grafted AuNPs stays above the
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theory curve of the bare NPs indicates smaller diffusion coefficient of the AuNPs than that
of the bare NPs with the same size of cores. The comparison suggests that the ligands give
contributions to the drag force on the diffusing gold nanoparticles investigated. This agrees
with the role of ligands in the local viscosity concluded from the comparison of persistence
times between the simulated ligands grafted NPs and bare NPs.
In Figure 3.6(b, c), we continue to apply our theory to experimental AuNPs in water and
toluene, respectively. Let s equal the size of the solvent particles listed in Table 3.3 and
then fit our new theory to the experimental size data. The fitted values of α, which is the
maximum of the increase in viscosity seen for any size of the experimental AuNPs and our
simulated AuNPs, are similar (Table 3.3). This is important for applications of the new the-
ory in the future. With the known parameters, we calculate the increases in local viscosity









where a is radius of an idealised spherical particle. We find that the increased local viscosity
is consistent with that estimated by the persistence times as appropriate (see Figure A3.2
in the Appendix). Here the local viscosity obtained by the arithmetic average of persistence
times is closer to that inferred from our new theory than that by the harmonic average.
Table 3.3: Parameters for the theory curves in Figure 3.6 and 3.7.
α s/nm
Simulated AuNPs in water 1.83±0.13 0.275
Simulated bare NPs 1.41±0.11 0.331
Experimental AuNPs in water 1.77±0.21 0.275
Experimental AuNPs in toluene 1.64±0.19 0.500
The simulations agree with experiments as shown by the theory curves in Figure 3.6 (d).
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Figure 3.6: Hydrodynamic radius rh of (a) simulated grafted gold nanoparticles in water and
simulated bare nanoparticles in Lennard-Jones liquids and (b) experimental gold nanopar-
ticles in water2, 22, 45–51 and (c) experimental gold nanoparticles in toluene52 as a function
of the corresponding structural radius R; (d) the fitted theory curves of experimental and
simulated AuNPs. The parameters of s and α for the theory curves are listed in Table 3.3.
Furthermore, the applications of the new SER to the AuNPs in water and toluene imply
that the mechanism we proposed for the deviation of Stokes-Einstein relation and the new
theory could be valid to nanoparticles in various solvents.
The agreement of experimental and simulated data with our new theory for the gold nanopar-
ticles with ligands shown in Figure 3.6 implies that eq 3.11 is able to predict the true size
of both the investigated AuNPs with ligands and bare NPs. To be more clear, we plot the
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corrected hydrodynamic radii r̂h in Figure 3.7. The hydrodynamic radii are successfully
brought in agreement with the structure radii of both the grafted AuNPs and bare NPs.
The experimental data is scattered due to that they are obtained by various research groups.
Different equipments and measuring methods used in experiments may result in errors and
lead to the data being scatted. The successful correction suggests that the new SER is ap-
plicable to the investigated nanoparticles with different surface structures and improves the
accuracy of their size measurement.
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Figure 3.7: Corrected hydrodynamic radii (r̂h) of (a) simulated AuNPs with ligands and
bare NPs and (b) experimental AuNPs as a function of the corresponding structural radius
R. The r̂h were calculated by eq 3.11 with parameters of α and s listed in Table 3.3 and the
hydrodynamic radii rh were calculated from the traditional Stokes-Einstein relation.
3.5 Conclusion
We find increases in the persistence times of solvent near the gold nanoparticles with lig-
ands, similar with those near the bare nanoparticles. The results support the hypothesis
that an increased local viscosity of solvent exists near the gold nanoparticles with ligands.
We also find agreement between the simulations and experiments, between the experiments
and theory, and between the simulation and theory. Investigation on the gold nanoparticles
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together with the simulations of simple models and experiments of CdSe QDs presented in
Chapter 2 suggest that the new SER is sound for size determination of nanoparticles in a
few nanometers.
We obtain this conclusion by atomistic simulations of the grafted gold nanoparticles of var-
ious sizes, and comparisons between the grafted nanoparticles with the bare nanoparticles.
These allow us to directly attain the increased local viscosities by extracting persistence
time distributions from individual trajectories of atoms; to detect the role of ligands in this
local dynamics by the comparison with the bare nanoparticles; to seek support of effects
of ligands on the local viscosities from the density profiles of various atoms species; and to
finally find an appropriate consistence between the simulations, experiments and our theory
and to predict the sizes of nanoparticles accurately.
The results show similar increasing patters in the local viscosities of solvent near the grafted
nanoparticles and bare nanoparticles. The fact that similar dynamic heterogeneity exists
near nanoparticles of different structures implies that the validity of the new Stokes-Einstein
relation is not sensitive to the surface structures. Thus the new theory could be applied to
a wide range of nanoparticles for better size determination.
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3.6 Appendix


































Figure A3.1: (a): Potential energy of gold nanoparticle/water systems; (b): Gyration radius
of gold nanoparticles including ligands. The ‘AuNP-x’ stands for a gold NP with x core











Bare NPs, the new theory
Grafted AuNPs, the new theory
Figure A3.2: Local viscosity of solvent near bare NPs and grafted NPs calculated from the
new theory with the fitted values of α and the given values of s in ∆. The green angles and
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Chapter 4
Local hydrodynamics of solvent near
diffusing dendrimers: An




We have obtained a new Stokes-Einstein relation for size determination and tested it by
various nanoparticles. We assumed that the breakdown of the Stokes-Einstein relation re-
sults from the local increases in the viscosity. Here we investigate hydrodynamics of solvent
near dendrimers to further test the generality of our new theory. We discuss simulations
of dendrimers in comparison to nanoparticles, experimental data on dendrimers from liter-
atures, and the new theory. Local viscosity and local diffusivity of solvent near dendrimers
are estimated by persistence times and exchange times, respectively. We find that the local
dynamics of solvent near dendrimers of low density remains almost the same as that of bulk
solvent, while the motions of solvent particles slow down near dendrimers of high density.
This is similar with the changes in local dynamics of solvent near the nanoparticles. Accord-
ing to the causes we proposed for deviation of the Stokes-Einstein relation, this is consistent
with our findings that the Stokes-Einstein relation works for the dendrimers of low density,
while it fails for the dendrimers of high density. The new Stokes-Einstein relation is then
tested and we find that it predicts sizes of the dendrimers accurately. Taking this together




Deviations from the Stokes-Einstein relation (SER) have been found for dendrimers, nanopar-
ticles and proteins.1–3 In Chapter 2, we assumed that mechanism for the breakdown is an
increase in viscosity of solvent near particles, referred as local viscosity. The assumption was
made based on the reports that local viscosity of fluids near flat surfaces and globular pro-
teins is higher than that of bulk solvent.3–6 We have derived a new Stokes-Einstein relation
based on this assumption. The new theory improves the accuracy for size measurement of
nanoparticles as presented in Chapter 2 and 3. Since dendrimers have important applica-
tions in biomedicine7–9 and the related properties, such as diffusion and magnetics, are size
dependent, a better size determination is demanded. Therefore, here we test our new theory
using dendrimers of various densities to explore the generality of the new theory by using
molecular dynamics simulations.
We hypothesize that dynamic heterogeneity of solvent exists near dendrimers of high den-
sity, but not near dendrimers of low density. The ligand-like structures of dendrimers have
density profiles similar to those of ligands attached nanoparticles,10–13 therefore, we raise
this the hypothesis based on the confinement of liquids by ligands.14–17 When the length of
ligands or grafting density of ligands is high enough, the miscibility of grafted nanoparticles
in polymer melts is promoted.18, 19 This means that the polymers in matrix are confined
inside the compact structures of ligands and then transport together with the particles. On
the contrary, if the ligand length is much shorter than that of the free polymers, or the
grafting density of ligands is low, an aggregation of the grafted nanoparticles happens.20–22
This means that the loose structures of ligands are not able to confine the free polymers in
matrix around them, thus the dynamics of polymer melts near the nanoparticles maintains
the same as those of bulk liquid.
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One possible factor which could influence the solvent heterogeneity is the interaction force
between the dendrimers and solvent particles. Many theoretical studies23–26 have reported
the effects of the interaction force on the diffusion of solutes. The Lennard-Jones particles
were found diffusing much slower when the interaction force changes from repulsive to at-
tractive.23 Nanoparticles were also found diffusing gradually slower when the interaction
force changes from weakly to strongly attractive.25, 26 The slow diffusion results from that
the particles are dressed with solvent particles with high packing density. The layer which
is in vicinity of a solute is called solvention shell. The shell is formed when the attractive
force is strong enough24, 27, 28
The hypothesis could be tested by two time intervals, which are persistence times and ex-
change times. They can be used to estimate the local viscosity and local diffusivity of the
solvent, respectively. To explore effects of interaction force on the dynamic heterogeneity
of solvent, the two time intervals of solvent particles near the dendrimers are needed to be
calculated under different interaction force parameters. In order to investigate the general-
ity of the dynamic heterogeneity of solvent, we compare the two time intervals of solvent
near dendrimers with those near nanoparticles. We thus simulate two types of dendrimers,
which are simple and complex dendrimers, and two types of nanoparticles, which are bare
nanoparticles and grafted nanoparticles. The two time distributions can be calculated by
the sampled individual trajectories from the simulations. These simulations also allow us
to calculate the traditional and new hydrodynamics radius. Comparisons between the hy-
drodynamic and structural sizes are employed to explore the validity of both the traditional
and our new Stokes-Einstein relation.
In the following section, we describe the simulation models of dendrimers, bare nanopar-
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ticles and grafted nanoparticles. The calculation methods of persistence times and exchange
times are then presented. We then analyze local hydrodynamics of solvent near dendrimers,
and compare them with those near bare and grafted nanoparticles, and we report a similarity
between the local dynamics of solvent near dendrimers of high density and nanoparticles.
The new Stokes-Einstein relation is finally discussed together with the data of our simulated
and other’s experimental dendrimers and other’s simulated dendrimers. Note the models we
employed in this chapter have been depicted in Chapter 2 and 3. With the same sampled
trajectories, further analysis on these models are performed here. We thus describe the
models only briefly in the following section.
4.3 Simulation methods
4.3.1 Model details
Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed in canonical (NVT) ensembles for
various dendrimers as shown in Figure 4.1. Seven dendrimers are simulated in this study.
The dendrimers are named by the generation number (GN ) and branch length (M ). The
dendrimers of a single generation (G=1) possess low density and thus they will be termed as
simple dendrimers in the following. The dendrimers of increasing generations (G>1) possess
high density and thus they will be termed as complex dendrimers in the following. The two
types of dendrimers reveal information on validity of the mechanism we proposed for the










Figure 4.1: Snapshots of dendrimers with generic structures with formula GN -M. GN indi-
cates the generation number and M is the length of a branch.
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Soft spheres are used to mimic simple solvent for the dendrimers. Interactions between
two neighbouring monomers of a dendrimer molecule are described by rigid bonds, and the







)6] r ≤ rc,
0 r > rc.
(4.1)





)12 r ≤ rc,
0 r > rc,
(4.2)
where Uij(r) is the potential between two atoms with r being the separated distance between
the two atoms, ε is the interaction force parameter, σ is the length parameter and rc is the
cutoff radius.
The simulations of dendrimers were carried out in a cubic box under periodic boundary
conditions. There are 2197 or 5832 atoms included in each dendrimer/solvent system with





with m being the mass of an atom. The temperature is balanced by the Nosé-Hoover chain
thermostat with a relaxation time of τ = 0.25. Reduced units are used for the dendrimer
simulations.
Two types of nanoparticle are also modeled to investigate the effects of structures on the
local hydrodynamics of solvent. One is the bare nanoparticle as shown in Figure 4.2 (a).
The system of one bare nanoparticle diffusing in solvent is simulated in a cubic box with
periodic boundary conditions applied. There are 5324 particles included in each box with the
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box length being 21.5σ. The bare nanoparticles are constructed by selecting atoms within a
certain radius to the central coordinate. The atoms are held together by rigid bonds. Atoms
of the bare nanoparticle interact with surrounding solvent particles by the Lennard-Jones
potential. Any two solvent particles interact by soft sphere potential. The other type is
gold nanoparticle grafted with alkanethiol ligands as shown in Figure 4.2 (b). The grafted
nanoparticles are simulated by the NAMD package.29 Solvent used for the grafted nanopar-
ticles is water. The water is described by the TIP3P model.30–32 The NAMD simulations
are carried out in cubic boxes with periodic boundary conditions. The box length ranges
from 40 to 70 Å. The water density is checked to be consistent with that reported in the
literature.32 The cutoff radius for the force fields, taken from elsewhere,33–36 is 12 Å, and all
bonds are kept rigid. The time step is 2 fs. Particle Mesh Ewald sum is used for calculation
of full-system electrostatic interactions with a grid size of 1 Å. The temperature of 310 K is
controlled by langevin dynamics with a damping coefficient of 5 ps−1.
More detials of the simulations of dendrimers and bare nanoparticles have been described
in Chapter 2. The simulations of grafted gold nanoparticles were carried out following
Heikkilä37 and Lee’s38 work. More details have been described in Chapter 3. Same models
as those in Chapter 2 and 3 have been employed in this chapter for further analysis of
generality of the new Stokes-Einstein relation.
4.3.2 Local hydrodynamics from persistence and exchange times
As we have discussed in Chapter 2 and 3, local hydrodynamics of solvent can be described
by two time intervals, persistence time, tp, and exchange time, tx. The two time intervals
are defined for motions of a Continuous Time Random Walk. We only describe the method
briefly in this chapter. tp is calculated as the mean first passage time, which is the time
taken by a solvent particle to reach a given distance from its start for the first time. tx
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a b
Figure 4.2: Snapshots of (a): a bare nanoparticle and (b):a gold nanoaparticle grafted by
alkanethiol chains with positively charged terminal group Au140(SC12H24)47NH
+
3 , where
gold atoms are represented in yellow, S in orange, C in gray, N in blue and H in white.
is the waiting time between two random walk jumps. A random walk jump occurs when
a particle moved a given displacement, which is termed a jump length (d). The waiting
time is calculated as the time taken by the particle between two successive random jumps
in this simulation. The two types of time intervals have been illustrated by Figure 1.2 in
Chapter 1. The jump length is chosen to be 1.1σ with σ being the length parameter for the
dendrimers and bare nanoparticles, and 3 Å for the gold nanoparticles according to Pronk’s
justification.3 The tp and tx are used here to estimate local viscosity and local diffusivity of
solvent near the diffusing solutes, respectively,





where 〈·〉r is the average over solvent particles at a distance r from the centre of mass of the
solute, D(r) is the diffusion coefficient of solvent particles at a distance r from the COM of
solute and η(r) is the local viscosity of the solvent also at a distance r.
In calculating the persistence and exchange times, we adopt a similar method described
in Chapter 2 and 3, except that we use arithmetic average over all solvent particles in a














where f denotes the f th time frame of trajectories in the simulation, i denotes the ith solvent
particle in the bin at a distance r from the COM of a solute, and Nr is the total number of
the solvent particles inside the bin.
A harmonic average is then taken for the obtained persistence and exchange times of a

















where Nf is the total number of the time frames. Local viscosities and diffusivity are then
estimated from these persistence times and exchange times, respectively.
4.4 Results and discussion
We estimate the local dynamics of simple liquids near the diffusing dendrimers of various
density profiles. The local dynamics investigated here includes viscosity and diffusivity,
estimated by persistent times and exchange times, respectively. The behaviors of local
time distributions are distinct between the dendrimers with a single generation and those
with more than one generation. Note we refer to them as simple dendrimers and complex
dendrimers, respectively, in the following. The simple dendrimers possess loose structures
and the complex dendrimers possess compact structures as shown by the monomer density
profiles in the following. We discuss local dynamics of solvent near dendrimers in comparison
to those near nanoparticles. In order to test the new Stokes-Einstein relation, we compare
the hydrodynamic radius of dendrimers with the corresponding structural radius of both
simulated and real dendrimers.
4.4.1 Local diffusivity estimated by exchange times
We examine first the local diffusivity of solvent near all the seven dendrimers by the ex-
change time distributions as plotted in Figure 4.3. Note in this study we especially consider
the local hydrodynamics of solvent near the surface of dendrimers, therefore, we need to
approximately locate the surface. We estimate where the surfaces are from the atom density
profiles. On approach to the surface of dendrimers from the bulk solvent, the exchange time
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distributions of solvent particles keep constant near the simple dendrimers G1-1, G1-2, G1-3
and G1-4. It suggests that solvent particles near the simple dendrimers diffuse the same
as those in the bulk liquid. Thus the diffusive motions of solvent are not confined by the
branches of dendrimers with a single generation. This indicates that the solvent near the
simple dendrimers is homogeneous.
In contrast, there are broadly raised areas of the exchange time profiles near the surface
of complex dendrimers G2-1, G3-1 and G4-1. We observe ascending peaks as the generation
number grows from 1 to 4 with the same branch length as shown in Figure 4.3. The solvent
particles diffuse much slower near the surfaces than in the bulk. It means that the motions
of solvent particles near the surface of complex dendrimers are confined and that the con-
finement becomes slightly more intense as the generation number increases. This suggests
that the solvent near the three complex dendrimers are heterogeneous.
We observe distinct behaviors of the local diffusivity of solvent as the structures of dendrimers
change. The structures are changed in two ways by varying the branch length and generation
number. In order to further investigate the reason why the local diffusivity is different
between the simple and complex dendrimers, we provide the structure details of all the
dendrimers. Possible correlations between the density of dendrimers and the local diffusivity
are investigated in the following section.
4.4.2 Local diffusivity and density profiles
As seen from Figure 4.3, the monomer density of simple dendrimers at the same distance
r from the COM of dendrimers decreases as the branch length increases, corresponding to
G1-1, G1-2, G1-3 and G1-4, respectively. This indicates looser and looser structures of
the simple dendrimers, which could hardly confine the movements of solvent particles. The
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Figure 4.3: Local dynamics of solvent near dendrimers under ε = 1. tp is persistence time,
tx is exchange time, r is distance to the center of mass of dendrimers and ε is the interaction
parameter. The error bars are plotted by standard deviation. The atom number densities
are shown in solid curves.
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nearly constant diffusivity reflected by the exchange times near the simple dendrimers could
thus be explained.
While we do not observe the decrease of monomers density for the compact dendrimers
as the size grows, corresponding to G2-1, G3-1 and G4-1. Instead, we see similar monomer
density distributions at small r for all the four dendrimers. In addition, a plateau is observed
near the surfaces close to the bulk solvent when the generation number increases to 2. It
becomes longer as the generation number further increases, in agreement with that reported
in the literature.13 It shows that the monomer densities near the surface of the complex den-
drimers G2-1, G3-1 and G4-1 close to the bulk solvent are higher than that near the simple
ones G1-2, G1-3, and G1-4, respectively. The high monomer density of complex dendrimers
favors confinement of motions of the solvent particles by frequent collisions. This explains
the observed increases in the exchange times near the complex dendrimers.
Note where the increase in the local exchange times for the complex dendrimers happens
covers the plateau of density profiles of G2-1, G3-1 and G4-1. The longer the plateau, the
more barriers for the movements of solvent particles and thus the slower of the local diffu-
sivity. We thus believe that it is this constant monomer density region that dominates the
confinement of solvent particles near the surface of dendrimers.
4.4.3 Local viscosity estimated by persistence times
We further calculate the persistence times to estimate the local viscosity of solvent ss shown
in Figure 4.3. We then compare them with the exchange time distributions in order to con-
firm the heterogeneity of solvent near the complex dendrimers.
As we can see, the persistence time distributions, beyond the surface of simple dendrimers,
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keep constant as that of the bulk solvent. It suggests that there is no increase in the local
viscosity near surface of the simple dendrimers. The persistence time distributions near the
simple dendrimers almost overlap with the exchange time distributions except the area close
to the center of mass of G1-1. It confirms that the hydrodynamics of solvent near the sur-
faces of simple dendrimers behaves the same as the bulk solvent.
We also observe similar distributions between the exchange times and persistence times
near the complex dendrimers. They all begin to increase on approach to the surface of
complex dendrimers from the bulk solvent, and reach to the maximum near the surface.
This indicates a heterogeneity of solvent because of the decreases in the local diffusivity and
increases in the local viscosity. We do not observe obvious decouple between exchange times
and persistence times for G2-1, G3-1 and G4-1 as reported elsewhere for water near solid
surfaces.3
Similar with the local diffusivity, the local viscosity of solvent near the simple dendrimers
behaves the same with the bulk solvent, while the local viscosity increases near the complex
dendrimers. Recall from our earlier work, the new Stokes-Einstein relation was solved based
on an increased local viscosity. According to the new theory, the traditional Stokes-Einstein
relation would apply successfully to the simple dendrimers, however it would fail for the
complex dendrimers. The validity of the SER for the two types of dendrimers are tested in
the following sections.
4.4.4 Effects of interaction parameter on local dynamics
In order to obtain a clear picture of the origin of the slow local hydrodynamics near the
complex dendrimers, we change the interaction force between the monomers of dendrimers
and solvent particles by increasing the interaction parameter ε from 1 to 4 in reduced units.
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We calculate the exchange times and persistence times under ε = 4 as shown in Figure 4.4.
The exchange time and persistence time distributions are similar with each other for all the
dendrimers investigated under the interaction parameter ε = 4.
It shows distinct differences between the time distributions near the simple dendrimers and
complex dendrimers. The time profiles increase slightly on approach to the surface of simple
dendrimers from the bulk solvent. The amount of the increase is almost the same near the
four simple dendrimers. While they increase much more near the complex dendrimers and
again it illustrates higher increases when the generation number grows from 2 to 4. This
indicates slower diffusivity and higher viscosity of solvent near the complex dendrimers than
that near the simple dendrimers. These phenomena under ε = 4 are the same as those under
ε = 1 except that the amount of increase in local dynamics is larger for all the dendrimers
under ε = 4 than that under ε = 1.
4.4.5 Local hydrodynamics of solvent near nanoparticles
We employ the same average methods for the dendrimers to estimate the local hydrodynam-
ics of solvent near both the bare and ligands grafted nanoparticles. The nanoparticles are
comparable in sizes with the complex dendrimers as shown in Table 4.1. We estimate the
local dynamics of solvent near the nanoparticles to investigate whether they are similar to
those near the complex dendrimers in order to explore the generality of our new theory. The
persistence times and exchange times of solvent particles near the bare nanoparticles and
grafted gold nanoparticles are calculated as shown in Figure 4.5.
Both the persistence time and exchange time distributions near the bare nanoparticles are
higher than those of the bulk solvent. The peaks become slightly higher as the size increases.
It means slower local hydrodynamics, which is similar to that near the complex dendrimers.
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Figure 4.4: Local dynamics of solvent near dendrimers under ε = 4. tp is persistence time,
tx is exchange time, r is distance to the center of mass of dendrimers and ε is the interaction
parameter. The error bars are plotted by standard deviation. The atom number densities
are shown in solid curves.
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Table 4.1: Radius of complex dendrimers, bare nanoparticles and grafted nanoparticles in
reduced units. The radii of bare NPs and grafted AuNPs are scaled in order to compare with
those of dendrimers. The radii of bare NPs in reduced units are multiplied by 1.7 and those
of grafted AuNPs in Å are multiplied by 0.48/Å. Note here the size of grafted nanoparticles
refers to the size of cores.
R/σ R/σ R/σ
G1-1 1.76 bare NP 1 2.02 AuNP-16 1.87
G2-1 2.62 bare NP 2 2.75 AuNP-44 2.93
G3-1 3.52 bare NP 3 3.40 AuNP-80 3.70
G4-1 4.54 bare NP 4 4.15 AuNP-140 4.37
The persistence time and exchange time distributions of solvent near the diffusing gold
nanoparticles with alkanethiol ligands also slightly increase as the size increases, even though
the increase is not as distinct as those near the complex dendrimers and bare nanoparticles.
The large errors near the grafted gold nanoparticles result from poor statistics of water
molecules inside the ligands. We locate the peaks of the two time profiles for AuNP-16 at
r ≈ 10 Å. The peaks become slightly higher for AuNP-44 and remain almost the same for
AuNP-80 and AuNP-140.
We therefore see similar changes in hydrodynamics, which are increased local viscosity and
decreased local diffusivity, of solvent near the complex dendrimers, bare nanoparticles and
grafted nanoparticles. The changes in the local dynamics tend to be larger as the size of
particles increases until reaching to the maximum, but this size dependence is weak.
The persistence time is the time any given microscopic structure is expected to persist.3
The exchange time is equal to the persistence time for normal bulk liquids.3, 39 The two
time scales are thus determined by the changes in local structures of solvent. Any local in-
teraction between the solvent particles and the surrounding particles could affect the changes
in the persistence/exchange times. The two time scales increase near the three types of so-
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Figure 4.5: Local dynamics of solvent near bare nanoparticles (left column) and grafted
nanoparticles (right column). tp is persistence time, tx is exchange time and r is the distance
to center of mass of the nanoparticles. The error bars are plotted by standard deviation.
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lute, which are complex dendrimers, bare nanoparticles and grafted nanoparticles, comparing
with those of the bulk solvent. This phenomenon results from that interactions between the
solute and solvent are different from those between pure solvent particles. The difference in
interactions comes from the different structures. We now compare the difference between the
structures of solutes to explore the determinant factor on the changes of the two local time
scales. The three types of solute possess sufficient internal density and the the persistence
times increase near them. While the simple dendrimers do not possess sufficient internal
density and the persistence times keep nearly constant near them. Based on these facts,
we believe that the interactions, which lead to the increases in the local time scales, are
determined by the sufficient internal density of solutes.
For the complex dendrimers, the dense structures, where the solvent can diffuse into, con-
strain the motions of particles. Thus the dendrimers slow the dynamics of solvent nearby.
The slowed dynamics is reflected by the increases in persistence times and exchange times.
This could be interpreted by the relaxation of monomers. The monomers relax faster in
loose structures, the simple dendrimers, than those in compact structures, the complex
dendrimers. This indicates that the solvent particles moving into the branches of simple
dendrimers experience more frequent effective collisions than those moving into the branches
of complex dendrimers. The former is close to the fast motions of bulk solvent particles.
The latter is related to the slow local dynamics of solvent. For the bare nanoparticles with
structures where the solvent particles can barely diffuse into, the constrain on the motions
of solvent nearby might result from attraction between the sufficient dense structures of bare
nanoparticle and the surrounding solvent particles. For the grafted nanoparticles, both the
physical constraints from the ligands and attraction from the core may contribute to the
increases in the two time scales.
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We note that the increased local viscosity might have similar physical effects with the drain-
ing effect resulting from hydrodynamic interaction between the monomers of ligand-like
structures, including the dendrimers and grafted nanoparticles. The Kirkwood-Riseman
theory assumes each monomer as a point source for the friction in solvent in considering the
hydrodynamic interaction.40, 41 The solvent particles “stick” inside the dense ligands-like
structures by the friction and diffuse together with the solute at a slower rate than in the
bulk solvent. The increased local viscosity is also reflected by the “slow” structures, sug-
gested by that the persistence times and exchanges times near the complex dendrimers and
grafted nanoparticles are much longer than those in the bulk solvent. However, the physical
effects of the two are not equivalent due to that the increased local viscosity may also be
contributed by other interactions between the solvent and solute apart from the hydrody-
namic interaction. More details on the interactions between the solute and solvent are not
investigated in this study and we leave it to the future research, due to that the validity of
the new Stokes-Einstein relation only rely on the increases in the two time intervals regard-
less of the nature of interactions involved.
We hypothesized that the breakdown of Stokes-Einstein relation is caused by increases in the
viscosity of solvent near a diffusing particle in a viscous fluid, and we modified the theory
with this assumption to obtain a new Stokes-Einstein relation. In this section, we not only
employ the persistence time to directly estimate the local viscosity, but also calculate the
exchange time to confirm the slow dynamics. We thus independently provide confirmation
for the assumption of the new Stokes-Einstein relation which we introduce again in the fol-
lowing part. With the similar increases in the local viscosity near the complex dendrimers,
bare nanoparticles and grafted nanoparticles, we expect to see similar deviation from the
Stokes-Einstein relation and also to see validity of the new theory for all of them. These have
been confirmed for the bare and grafted nanoparticles as presented in Chapter 3. While for
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the simple dendrimers, no evident increases in the local viscosity are observed by the two
time intervals, therefore, we expect they obey the traditional Stokes-Einstein relation. In
the following section, we thus examine these expectations by discussing the validity of the
tradition Stokes-Einstein relation and the application of the new theory to the simple and
complex dendrimers.
4.4.6 Hydrodynamic and structural radius
Recall our earlier work presented in Chapter 2, we modified the traditional Stokes’ radius rh
and obtained the new hydrodynamic radius r̂h by allowing increases in local viscosity near










where D is the diffusion coefficient of the particle, η0 is the shear viscosity of bulk solvent, T
is the absolute temperature, k is Boltzmann’s constant and ∆ is the dimensionless increase
in viscosity. As described in Chapter 2, we expect the increase in local viscosity is zero,
∆ = 0, if the diffusing particle is in the same size with the surrounding solvent particles.
When the size of solute grows, ∆ decreases eventually to zero due to that the Stokes-Einstein
relation (eq 4.9) is reported valid to predict size of macroscopic particles. Thus we believe











where α is the largest surface viscosity ratio increase seen for any particle size, a is the
radius of an idealized spherical particle and s is the radius of a solvent particle. Note here
the expression for ∆ meets the physical constraints, but it might need further improvement
for larger sizes. Our results are not sensitive to the choice of this formula over the size range
studied here. We thus solve the new hydrodynamics radius r̂h by substituting eq 4.11 back




















where r̂h is a measured radius defined for a particle of arbitrary shape. It should be used in
place of the usual SER for the size measurement for nanoparticles up to 10 nm.
We here apply the new Stokes-Einstein relation to the simple and complex dendrimers to
test our expectations which are obtained based on the changes in the local viscosity and
local diffusivity of solvent estimated by the persistence times and exchanges times, respec-
tively. We utilize the comparison between hydrodynamic size and structural size of particles
to examine the validity of Stokes-Einstein relation. If they equal to each other, the theory
works; otherwise, it fails. Note here the structural size of dendrimers in this studies refers to
the gyration of radius (Rg). The hydrodynamic radius is plotted against the corresponding
structural radius of the simulated simple dendrimers (Figure 4.6(a)), the simulated complex
dendrimers and real dendrimers (Figure 4.6(b)).
It shows that the hydrodynamic radii fall on the straight line for both ε = 1 and 4 in
Figure 4.6(a). It illustrates that the two sizes approximately equal to each other. Therefore,
the Stokes-Einstein relation is valid for the simple dendrimers. This is consistent with our
expectation from the local hydrodynamics estimated by the two time intervals according to
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the new theory. Additionally, the weak heterogeneity near the simple dendrimers estimated
by the slight increase in the local persistence times and exchange times under ε = 4 is not
intense enough to result in noticeable deviation from the Stokes-Einstein relation.
We continue to examine the complex dendrimers from both our simulations and experiments
in the literature.42 In Figure 4.6(b), the hydrodynamic radius rh, calculated from the tradi-
tional Stokes-Einstein relation, grows much faster than the corresponding structural size Rg.
In other words, the traditional Stokes-Einstein relation overestimates the sizes of complex
dendrimers. This is consistent with our expectation obtained based on the heterogeneity of
solvent near the dendrimers. We then plot the experimental size data of dendrimers polyami-
doamine (PAMAM) from literature42 to verify our simulation data. Appropriate agreement
is found between the experiment and our simulations.
We now examine the validity of the new Stokes-Einstein relation for the three sets of complex
dendrimers which deviate from the traditional Stokes-Einstein relation. In order to do so,
the new hydrodynamic radius needs to be calculated to compare with the structural radius.
Therefore, the values of s and α in eq 4.12 are required. For the simulated dendrimers,
the traditional hydrodynamic radius is obtained by the simulation data, including diffusion
coefficients of solutes and viscosity of solvent. The structural radius of dendrimers has been
calculated by the trajectories sampled from the simulations. A continuous relation between
the hydrodynamic radius and the structural radius can be solved from eq 4.9-4.11 by bringing
r̂h and a in agreement with Rg,






Fit eq 4.13 to the hydrodynamic-structural radius of the simulated complex dendrimers as
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Figure 4.6: (a) Hydrodynamic radii of dendrimers G1-1,2,3,4 with fixed generation 1 by
simulations. ε is the interaction force parameter. (b) Hydrodynamic radii (rh) of the den-
drimers G1,2,3,4-1 with fixed branch length from simulations in comparison with dendrimers
(PAMAM) in methanol from published experiments in green solid squares fitted by the green
solid line,42 in comparison with PAMAM in aqueous solution from published experiments in
green circles fitted by dotted line43 and green stars fitted by dashed line,44, 45 and in com-
parison with those from published simulations1 in purple and pink. Note here the rh and
Rg from literatures were scaled for clear comparisons. The curves are plotted from fitting
eq 4.13 to the corresponding size data. The fitted parameters are shown in Table 4.2.
well as the dendrimers from experiments in the literature.42 The two parameters α and s
are obtained from the fitting as listed in Table 4.2. We have checked that the values of s are
reasonably close to the size of solvent particles. Note here that the values of α close to each
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Figure 4.7: (a) The new hydrodynamic radii of the simple dendrimers; and (b) the new
hydrodynamic radii of the complex dendrimers; and (c) the new hydrodynamic radii of
PAMAM from experiments in literatures; and (d) the new hydrodynamic radii of PAMAM
from simulations in literatures. The PAMAM are the same ones as shown in figure 4.6 (b).
The new hydrodynamic radii are calculated by eq.4.12 using the fitted parameters α and s.
It has been reported that the size of dendrimers is influenced by different pH values.1, 43, 46–50
We ignore this in the simple model of dendrimers without atom details, and so did the cited
experimental size data of dendrimers. The experimental data closely match the simulation
data. We now plot the size data from the simulations and experiments in literatures1, 42–45
to test the possible effects of pH on the modified Stokes-Einstein. As shown in Figure 4.6
(b), the size data of simulated PAMAM under high pH values appropriately match the sim-
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ulations in this study. While those under neutral pH value with protonated amine sites
stay further above our simulated dendrimers without protonation. The hydrodynamic sizes
of experimental dendrimers without charges are located a distance below those of our sim-
ulated hydrodynamic sizes, but the hydrodynamic sizes of the experimental and simulated
dendrimers are still comparable. We apply the same fitting procedures to the two sets of sim-
ulation data in literature with high and neutral pH values as well as to those of uncharged
and protonated PAMAM in aqueous solution from experiments in literature. The fitted
dashed and dotted lines in green suggest that when the generations increases, the hydrody-
namic radius of the protonated PAMAM grows slightly faster than the gyration radius. The
effects of protonation on the size obtained in the experiments are not as significant as those
observed in the simulations. The fitted parameters are listed in Table 4.2 for calculation of
the new hydrodynamic radius.
The eq 4.12 and 4.13 are equivalent. Both are solved from eq 4.9-4.11 and thus both can
represent the the new theory. Eq 4.12 is the true size as a function of hydrodynamic radius,
and eq 4.13 is the hydrodynamic radius as a function of the true size. Therefore, the suc-
cessful fittings in Figure 4.6 (b) show agreement between the simulation data, experiment
data and the new theory. This implies that eq 4.12 can predict the true size correctly for
the dendrimers under different pH values. With the known values of α and s obtained from
the fitting, we are able to explicitly calculate the new hydrodynamic radius r̂h of all the
dendrimers using eq 4.12 as shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b). We see the new hydrodynamic
radii of both simple and complex dendrimers fall on the straight line r̂h = Rg. This means
that our new theory predicts the structural size accurately and absolutely improves the size
determination for dendrimers.
The results of the neutral dendrimers in our simulations, and the neutral and protonated
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dendrimers from both simulations1 and experiments42–45 in the literature indicate that the
modified Stokes-Einstein relation works well for systems with changes in pH. This is true for
the investigated systems in this study, but further study might be needed to explore more
accurate effects of pH on the new theory for large size regime.
It remains to examine the magnitude in the local viscosity from the modified Stokes-Einstein
relation using eq 4.11. With the fitted values of the two parameters α and s, the local
viscosity-size curves are plotted for our simulated dendrimers and the experimental den-
drimers in the literature42 as shown in Figure 4.8. The local viscosity is ∼2 times of the
bulk viscosity near the three sets of complex dendrimers. The values for dendrimers under
ε = 4 are slightly larger than that under ε = 1. The increase in local viscosity near the
experimental dendrimers is 1.5∼2 times of the bulk viscosity. This suggests appropriate
agreement between the simulation and experiment. The increased local viscosity inferred
from the new theory is thus in appropriate consistence with that estimated independently
by the persistence times mentioned above, even though the two are not exactly the same.
Table 4.2: Parameters of α and s in eq 4.11 and 4.12.
α s/σ
Complex dendrimers (ε = 1) 1.26 ±0.19 1.7
Complex dendrimers (ε = 4) 1.39±0.10 1.7
Simulated PAMAM with high pH 1.82±0.22 1.9
Simulated PAMAM with neutral pH 3.39±0.22 2.0
Experimental uncharged PAMAM in methanol 1.04±0.27 1.0
Experimental uncharged PAMAM in aqueous solution 0.42±0.19 2.1
Experimental protonated PAMAM in aqueous solution 0.34±0.07 3.5
We also fit eq 4.13 to the hydrodynamic-structural radius of simple dendrimers. The fitted
values of α are small which are ∼0 under ε = 1 and ∼0.28 under ε = 4. This means that
the maximum increases in local viscosity is fairly small, in agreement with the estimations
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Figure 4.8: Curves of ratio of bulk viscosity to local viscosity (1 + ∆) as a function of Rg
for the complex dendrimers from both simulations and experiments42, 43 plotted by eq 4.11.
The symbols indicate the increased local viscosity near a particular dendrimer.
by the persistence times.
We recall that we observed similar heterogeneity of solvent near complex dendrimers, bare
nanoparticles and grafted nanoparticles with protonated amine group at the end of ligands
and similar deviation from the Stokes-Einstein relation for them. Most importantly, our new
theory is valid to predict true sizes of them. The three types of particles in nanoscale can
represent nanoparticles with various structural features, including soft, solid, core-shell, neu-
tral and charged particles. Taking together these results, we would say that the mechanism
we proposed for the breakdown of the Stokes-Einstein relation is general and our new theory
is also general.
4.5 Conclusion
Heterogeneity in solvent is detected near the diffusing complex dendrimers possessing com-
pact structures, while the solvent is found homogeneous near the diffusing simple dendrimers
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possessing loose structures. The results support the hypothesis on the dynamic heterogene-
ity of solvent near the two types of dendrimers. The mechanism of the breakdown for SER
we proposed is then confirmed by the two types of dendrimers.
We find agreement among our simulations, experiments in literatures and our theory for
the complex dendrimers. The generality examination of the new theory has to be limited to
a certain number of nanoparticles. Here we have tested it by as many types of nanoparticles
as we could. We thus conclude that the new theory is general for size determination of
nanoparticles up to 10 nm.
We obtain this conclusion based on molecular dynamics simulation of four types of par-
ticles. They are a sequence of dendrimers of one single generation, a sequence of dendrimers
of increasing generations, a sequence of bare nanoparticles of increasing sizes and a sequence
of gold nanoparticles with alkanthiol ligands of increasing sizes. Simulations on these par-
ticles allow us to directly detect local dynamics of solvent near solute by persistence times
and exchange times; to examine effects of interaction force between solute and solvent on
the local dynamics; to observe similarities of local dynamics of solvent near nanoparticles of
different structures; to show the validity and breakdown of the traditional Stokes-Einstein
relation; and finally to find an appropriate agreement between our simulations, experiments
from literature and the new theory for the dendrimers.
Taking together the results in this study and those in our earlier study, the validity of the
new theory is observed for objects of different structures, including dendrimers of various
monomer densities, bare nanoparticles and grafted nanoparticles with or without charges.
The interactions between the solvent and solute are different for each of the studied objects.
The new SER works well for the size determination in present of different interactions. We
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thus believe that the nature of interactions, including those might not be described by the
conventional hydrodynamic interactions, is not the dominant factor on the validity of the
new SER. We, therefore, leave further investigation on the nature of interactions, which
might help to understand the mechanism of the increased local viscosity, to future study.
In addition, the complex dendrimers possess core structures formed by soft branches. This
implies that the new Stokes-Einstein relation could be applied to particles with soft cores
including proteins and nanoparticles with cores formed by polymers. The size measurement
would be improved for a wide range of nanoparticles by the new theory.
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In determining the size of spherical objects undergoing Brownian motions in a flow with low
Reynolds number, the Stokes-Einstein relation (SER) is widely applied. The size of macro-
scopic spherical particles has been well predicted by the SER. However, as the resolution of
equipments increases for the size measurement, the breakdown of the SER is found for par-
ticles smaller than 10 nm,1–3 such as quantum dots, nanoparticles, proteins and dendrimers.
This results from the neglect of consideration of the microscopic parameters. Potential ap-
plications, which are based on size dependent properties, of the small particles are limited
by the failure of size determination. A new relation between the size and drag is thus needed
for a better size measurement of the sub-10 nm particles. The heterogeneity of liquids has
been detected previously near proteins by numerical methods,4 and it was suggested as the
origin of deviation of the SER for proteins.5 Here we explore an accurate solution for the
size determination of small particles diffusing in viscous liquids, based on the dynamical het-
erogeneity of solvent near the solute. In this thesis, we have presented a revised SER, and
tested it using various types of model particles, which are bare nanoparticles, ligand grafted
nanoparticles and dendrimers. The predicted sizes from the new theory are compared with
the size data obtained from both simulations and experiments in literature.
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In Chapter 2, a new expression of the SER is derived from solving the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions by assuming an increase in the local solvent viscosity near a diffusing spherical object.
The traditional SER is also obtained from solving the Navier-Stokes equations but use the
viscosity of pure solvent. The new drag force obtained here indicates that the deviation
of traditional SER results from the shear forces rather than the normal force between the
solute and solvent. We test this point of view by simulating the bare single-sited nanoparti-
cles with smooth surfaces diffusing in simple liquids, so there is no tangential force exerted
on the surface of the nanoparticles by the solvent. We find that they obey the traditional
SER as expected. We further simulate the bare nanoparticles of rough surfaces. The rough
nanoparticles are composed of a number of atoms. Both tangential and normal forces are
exerted on the rough surfaces. It is found that the traditional SER fails in predicting their
sizes. The two sets of bare nanoparticles show that the changes in the shear viscous forces
lead to the failure of the traditional SER, in agreement with the new solution of the drag
force in this study.
In order to test the validity of the new theory in predicting size of spherical particles in
a few nanometers, we produce hydrodynamic radius vs. structural radius plots of a sequence
of simulated bare single-sited nanoparticles, a sequence of simulated bare composite nanopar-
ticles, three sequences of simulated complex dendrimers G1,2,3,4-1, a sequence of simulated
simple dendrimers G1-1,2,3,4 and a sequence of experimental CdSe quantum dots. Similar
deviations of the traditional SER are found for the bare composite nanoparticles, complex
dendrimers and quantum dots. Their hydrodynamic radii grow much faster than the struc-
tural radii. While the true size of the simple dendrimers and bare single-sited nanoparticles
are correctly predicted by the traditional SER. The interaction forces between the solute
and solvent influence the extent of deviation only weakly based on the comparison between
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the three sets of complex dendrimers under different interaction parameters. In addition,
the ligands are found not the essential factor leading to the failure of the SER, as concluded
from the comparison between the bare composite nanoparticles and core-shell nanoclusters
(CdSe quantum dots). Furthermore, the high internal density of a solute is found relevant to
the failure of the SER, as concluded from the comparison between the compact dendrimers
G2,3,4-1 and loose dendrimers G1-1,2,3,4.
We apply the new SER to the particles aforementioned, and find agreements among our
theory, our simulations and other’s experiments. Our theory provides a continuous relation
between the traditional Stokes’ radii and the structural radii with two parameters, which
are the radius of solvent particles (s) and the maximum increase in local viscosities of sol-
vent near the solute (α). The two parameters are obtained from fitting our theory to the
discrete data. With the two known parameters, the deviated Stokes’ radii are corrected to
the true sizes, with a purpose to improve the size measurement of nanoparticles up to 10 nm.
The assumption of increased viscosity for the new theory is then examined by the per-
sistence times. The persistence times are reported to be proportional to the local viscosities.
We thus estimate changes in the local viscosities of Lennard-Jones liquids near the simulated
bare composite nanoparticles and dendrimers using the persistence times theory. We observe
similar changes in the local viscosities of solvent near all the bare composite nanoparticles.
They all increase to the maximum of ∼ 1.3 times and ∼ 2 times of the pure viscosity of
solvent estimated by two different averaging methods, respectively. The value of increases in
the local viscosities estimated by the persistence times are consistent with that inferred from
our new SER. We also detect increases in the local viscosities of solvent near the dendrimers,
but the changes are not as clear as those near the composite nanoparticles. We further
investigate the local viscosities near the dendrimers in Chapter 4. Most importantly the
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assumption of an increased local viscosity, made when solving the Navier-Stokes equations,
is independently confirmed. We find that the deviations of traditional SER for predicting
the size of nanoparticles up to 10 nm are consistent with the increases in local viscosities.
We have tested our new theory using the simple models in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we
further test it using more realistic models considering atomic details, which are alkanethiol
ligands passivated gold nanoparticles diffusing in the TIP3P water, simulated by the NAMD
package. The essential prerequisite for the validity of the new SER is an increased local
viscosity of solvent near the solutes. We employ the persistence times to estimate the local
viscosities of water near the diffusing ligands grafted gold nanoparticles. The results show
that the changing trends are similar near all the investigated gold nanoparticles. The local
viscosities increase to the maximum, ∼ 3 times of the viscosity of pure water, on approach
to the center of mass of the grafted nanoparticles. Taking together the results of local vis-
cosity near the bare and grafted nanoparticles, we conclude that the ligands strengthen the
increase in the magnitude of local viscosity, even though they are not the essential cause for
the increased viscosity.
The role of ligands in the local viscosities is further investigated. The results suggest that
the innermost sulfur atoms push the solvent a certain distance away from the core surface,
and the alkane groups and nitrogen atoms increase the magnitude of local viscosities, but
with the alkane groups being dominant. We obtain this conclusion by comparing the sulfur,
carbon and nitrogen atoms profiles with the persistence time profiles based on our assump-
tion that atoms affect the persistence times most strongly in a small region around their
position. The nature of interactions between the atoms and water are not further explored,
because it does not influence the applicability of the new SER in this study. We emphasize
the result that the dynamic heterogeneity of solvent produces the observed size-drag relation.
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The effect is similar in the presence of different interactions. We leave a more detailed study
of the interactions to future work.
The hydrodynamic radius of simulated gold nanoparticles with ligands is obtained by cor-
recting the diffusion coefficient calculated from the MSD method. We plot them against
their structural radius and then compare them with the hydrodynamics radius of the bare
composite nanoparticles simulated in Chapter 2. The plot shows that hydrodynamic radius
of the two types of nanoparticles grow much faster than the corresponding structural radii.
Thus the SER fails for them. The extent of deviation for the grafted gold nanoparticles are
slightly larger than that for the bare nanoparticles. This agrees with the role of ligands in
the local viscosities. We then directly apply our new theory to the two types of simulated
nanoparticles as well as the experimental nanoparticles with given size of solvent particles, s.
The maximum values of the local viscosities, α, obtained from fitting our new theory to the
discrete size data, is consistent with those estimated from the persistence times. Agreements
are further found among simulations, experiments, and the new theory. We test the new
SER against gold nanoclusters in two different solvents, toluene and water. The maximum
increase in the local viscosities is found ∼ 2 times of the viscosity of pure solvent by the new
theory. This is consistent with those near the simulated gold nanoparticles inferred from the
new theory and also agrees with those estimated from the persistence times. With the known
s and α, we correct the deviated sizes successfully to the corresponding true structural sizes
by the new theory. This shows that the new method leads to better size estimation when it
is applied to real nanoparticles.
In Chapter 4, the same dendrimers simulated in Chapter 2 are further analyzed in terms of
the changes in the local dynamics of solvent. We adopt a different averaging method from
that applied in Chapter 2 for calculating the persistence times. We confirm the changes in
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the local motion of solvent particles by both persistence times and exchange times. Two
sequences of dendrimers, simple dendrimers G1-1,2,3,4 and complex dendrimers G2,3,4-1,
are investigated. The local viscosity and diffusivity keep nearly constant near the simple
dendrimers, while increases in the local viscosity and decreases in the local diffusivity of sol-
vent are observed near the complex dendrimers. This indicates that the high internal density
has an effect on increasing the magnitude of local viscosities as concluded in Chapter 2. We
also studied the dendrimers under different interaction parameters (ε = 1 and 4) between
solute and solvent particles. The changing pattens in local dynamics are similar under these
two interaction forces near a same dendrimer but with slight difference between the magni-
tude. This suggests that the interactions between the solute and solvent only weakly affect
deviation of the SER.
We found that the changes in the local dynamics of solvent near the complex dendrimers are
similar to those near the nanoparticles. This result is obtained from comparisons among the
complex dendrimers, bare and grafted nanoparticles. The simulation details are presented
in Chapter 2 and 3. The local time intervals increase to the maximum near all the three
types of solutes. The similar increasing patterns of local viscosities of solvent are observed
near solutes of both soft and solid internal structures. This indicates that the mechanism
we propose for the deviation of SER, which is an increased local viscosity, is sound.
The results of hydrodynamic radius and structural radius show that the simple dendrimers
obey the traditional SER. This is consistent with the nearly constant local viscosities, esti-
mated by the persistence times, according to the assumption of mechanism for the deviation
of SER. While deviation of the SER for the complex dendrimers, indicated by larger hydro-
dynmic radius than the structural radius, happens. This is also consistent with the increases
in the local viscosities. We then apply the new SER to the simulated simple dendrimers,
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simulated complex dendrimers under two different interaction parameters, simulated com-
plex dendrimers under different pH values and experimental complex dendrimers. Fitting
the continuous relation between the hydrodynamic radius and structural radius to the dis-
crete size data, we obtain values of the maximum increase in local viscosities. They are in
agreement with those estimated from the persistence times and exchange times. Finally,
the Stokes’ size of the simple and complex dendrimers are revised by the new SER, and we
successfully obtain the true size of all the investigated dendrimers. This study indicates that
the new SER is general.
Finally, the potential future directions which might be used to further test the new SER
and improve the size determination of nanoparticles may be fulfilled by simulating metal
nanoparticles in nonpolar solvent, such as hexane, in comparison to those in polar solvent,
such as water. The local dynamics and validity of the new theory might be influenced by
the polarity of solvent. Much remains to be studied about the hydrodynamic behaviors of
solute and solvent from such a comparison. Another possible way to further test and improve
our new theory is to simulate dendrimers with specific atomistic details in realistic solvents
instead of the Lennard-Jones liquids. Proteins should also be investigated in the same way
as nanoparticles and dendrimers to further test the new SER. The third possible direction
may be the role of the nature of interactions between a solute and surrounding solvent in the
deviation of SER. Even though we have detected increased local viscosities and confirmed
the validity of the new theory regardless of the nature of interactions for the investigated
particles, further studies on the nature of interactions might help to determine the origin of
the increased local viscosity and thus understand the mechanism of deviation of Stokes’ law
to a deeper level.
In summary, this study presents a new theory for the size measurement of sub-10 nm objects
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tested by simple particles in the first place. Then the validity of the new theory is further
examined by more realistic nanoparticles. Finally, the results of dendrimers together with
various types of nanoparticles suggest that the new theory is general. The mechanism we
propose for the deviation from the traditional SER is an increased local viscosity of solvent.
The increases are consistent between those estimated by the persistence times and those
inferred by the new SER near the investigated objects throughout the three chapters. It
is not possible to explore all existing objects in the size range where the traditional SER
fails. Thus examinations of the generality of our theory have to be limited to certain ob-
jects. We have investigated as many types of particles as we could in this thesis, including
bare nanoparticles, quantum dots, ligand grafted gold nanoparticles and dendrimers. They
represent a wide range of objects, including those with compact, loose, soft, solid, charged,
neutral and core-shell structures. The accuracy of size determination for the sub-10 nm
objects would be significantly improved by the new Stokes-Einstein relation.
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